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Anxiety
over the Mississippi flood situation
centered in the threatened breaches
along the Arkansas and North Louisiana river shores today. The trentl
of the flood is shown in the report
of the river stages, which shows that
the Mississippi had receded one foot
and two tenths at Memphis and had
risen one foot and one tenth at Vicks-burthis forenoon.
South of Memphis there were minor
breaks in the embankments protecting the Arkansas shores and while
relieve
these crevases temporarily
the strain upon the Tensas and Yazoo
dikes, yet the water hourly works
back into the main current. In Mississippi, Arkansas and Iouisiana villages behind the levees alarm over
crest is spreading and
the
hundreds of villagers and farmers
have fled to the highlands.
Conditions in the Mississippi valley
showed some improvement this morning when a sunny day gave further
encouragement to those conducting
the work of rescue among the hundreds driven from their homes by
high water. All levees in the flood
menaced the district were holding
strong an.l at this po,nt the river had
of a foot. With
subsided seven-tenth- s
upper district levees holding, however,
the strain on the dikes in the Yazoo
section increased and men worked all
night on the embankments south of
Memphis to bolster weak spots. The
danger at several points along the
Arkansas shore has not passed.
Two hundred levee workers i; arrow-lescaped being swept away when
the embankment
caved in at Mils
Port 24,16 miles south of Helena, Arkansas yesterday. The town of Modoc, near the break, is 20 feet under
water today.
The steamer Kate Adams was near
Modoc when the levee broke and rescued those imperiled. A hundred or
more panic stricken negroes were
taken from a government barge. Later motor launches went into the
floods and rescued a number, of farm
(hands from the roofs of their cabins,
from tine trees and the peaks of
knolls which were above the water.
The work of varing for the refugees
from the lowlands is fast being systematized. Tents and supplies have
been received at the more important
centers and arrangements have been
made for the establishmnt of a central relief headquarters at Helena
Captain W. P. Barker, Fourth infantry, TJ. S. A., stationed ait Port Logan
H. Root, will be in charge of the Reel-Foo- t
lake region with headquarters
at Tlptonville, Tennessee.
A relief train seat out from Forrest
to rescue
City, Arkansas, yesterday
farmers in the overflowed sections of
St Francis and Crittenden counties,
returned last night with 100 refugees
abroad. The train could not proceed
farther than the town of Heth, 20
miles east of this city. Beyond that
point, where many" persons are believed to be marooned, only boats can
be of service.
New Madrid, Missouri overflowed
to a depth df several feet, is nevertheless "dry." At least the 'drys"
won in a local option election satui-day- .
Voters came to the polls in
skiffs, in motor launches and on rafts
and when the rubber booted election
clerks completed their count it was
shown that the "wets" were beaten
by 300 votes. Related returns from
the election were received here today. The steamer Kate Adams which
Memphis,

Tenn.,

April
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occurred near there, probably
hundreds of lives by taking refugees
from rafts and house tops. In the
midst of the rescue work, the steamer put out a skiff to a woman ho sat
on the roof of her floating houso. She
sent word back to the captain that
she would not leave unless he wonld
consent to take her dead baby abou-the steamer.
Accordingly a soap box was sen'; to
The woman
the floating house.
brought out the babe's corpse placed
In the box and was rowed to the
steamer. The little boy was 'brought
to Memphis and buried here today.
One of the Lee line steamers from
the Arkansas country which reached
here today told of a desperate fight
who refused to leave a
with a
raft an which tie floated unless he
was allowed 10 bring his mule. As a
last resort the captain of the boat tied
the raft bearing the mule behind the
steamer and toweo, raft mule, nero
and all into Memphis.
One thousand famished persons are
marooned by the flood on mounds,
housetops and in a church at Wyan-oke-,
Ark., according to Mayor Crump
of Memphis, who returned here today
after an Inspection twelve miles south

save--

nc-gr-

of Memphis.

Boats were sent to their rescue.
The refugees in the church built up
safety stages of pews as the waters
rose. Three Mississippi river steamers reached Memphis today carrying
hundreds of homeless persons from
t
lands of Arkansas in
the
the Modoc territory. Many of these
report loss of life in several small
towns that were inundated when the
embankment was breached. There is
no chance to verify such reports, but
flood-swep-

(Continued on Pnge Four).

WILL NOT ALTFR THE
MIDDLE WEST RATES
COMMERCE COMMISSION REFUSES
TO GRANT PETITION OF
GRAIN CONCERN.

Washington, April 8. The interstate commerce commission today declined to disturb the existing through
freight rates on grain in th? middle
west. The petition of the Siou:: City
Terminal Elevator company agaii,st
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
railway and other rail carriers was
rejected except as to ce'ta'n locn!
rates. The commission held that as
to the great bulk of its grain tonnage
Sioux City labored under no substan
tial disadvantage.
The existing coal rates on grain
from the states of South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa to
City were held to be unreasonable and
the railroads were given time in which
to readjust them.

SLOAN'S CONFIRMATION
IS HELD UP Bf SENATE
SUBCOMMITTEE
FRIDAY
WILL
HEAR ARGUMENTS AGAINST
ARIZONA JUDGE.
A

Washington, April l,s. The figlr.
against the confirmation of the nomination of Richard R. Sloan as fed
eral judge for Arizona resulted today
in the senate judiciary committee's
deferring action until next Friday,
will hear
when the
persons interested. Senators Smith
and Ashurst of Arizona will be gHWl!
an opportunity to be heard.
Bringing up the Sioan case iu the
senate. Senator Smith precipitated a
vigorous debate on the traditiornl
rights of executive sessions. He ant
nounced that he flatly refused to
in an executive session the Arizona legislature's resolutions of pro
test against Sloan's confirmation and
moved that the Arizona resolutions
be printed in the Congressional Record.
Senators Lodge and Gallinger objected on the ground that such executive matters as papers relating to
nominations had never been presented in open session. The matter finally went over without action.
pro-sen-
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Santa Fe, N. M., April 8. -- Senator
Evans today introduced Senate Bill
Xo. 64, an act defining and prohibiting prize fighting or fights uetween a
man and a bull or any other animal.
The act is a stringent anti-pri.fight
bill and makes it a felony for any one
to take part in a contest between
man and man with gloves or other
wise. A penalty of not less than two
years or more than five years' Ira
prisonment is attached. By ttu term
"pugilistic encounter," as used in the
act, is meant a voluntary fish', for
which a prize is offered or upon
which money is wagered.
The senate passed a bill today prohibiting the use of public drinking
cups in any station, train, street, car,
hotel, school house or public instltu
tion of any character, or in any public gathering place. The senate and
house will meet in joint session tonight
to listen to an address by CaLin E.
Brown on the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition of San Francisco. Th'i senate
this morning withdrew a joint resolution passed by both houses last week
providing for a commission to select
a site for a New Mexico buIU'ng at
the San Diego exposition. Tt is understood tlwt a new resolution will
be put through tomorrow providing
for a similar commission to visit both
exposition grounds.
W. H. Andrews sent to the senate
this morning a signed communicatiou
declaring that the duty devolved upon
the present legislative assembly to
elect a member of the senate in 1913,
but at the session beginning next January. He advocated a
primary to be held without extra cost
next November. He declared bimself
willing to submit his claims to the
electors. This is the first card sprung
by the former delegate in the present
contest, and is taken to be a direct
challenge to Judge Fall, who last
week wired members of the legislahim at
ture asking them to
the present session.
e

Legislators Found Guilty.
The house bribery investigation
committee, by a vote of 8 to 7, decided to make a report adverse to the
four house members accused of bribery and recommend that they be unseated. A minority report in favor
of the defendants will be made.
The vote of the committee was as
follows :
Crissman, Downs, Gage,
Guilty
Tul-lePadilla, Rogers, Smith, Combs,
Not guilty M. C- de Baca, J. W.
Garcia, Llewellyn, Mullen,
Bargas.

Chavez.
Nichols.

WOMEN

MAY

VOTE

Phoenix. Ail., April 8. Equal suffrage scored a vic tory In the Arlzon'a
assembly today when the house, 21
to 4 passed the bill granting women
the full right of suffrage. There was
little debate on the measure. The
bill was immediately sent to the senate, where, leaders announced, public
hearings woui-- be held before any action was akfen
l

BATH TUB CASE.
d
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FOR
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PRESIDENT,

HOWEVER, WILL TRY TO GET
ENDORSEMENT FOR HIM

RETURNED THE CONVENTION
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LEADERS

FOR THE BIG SHOW

SPOILS

Washington, April 8. Rebels from
Chihuahua are reported, in state department advices today, as having
crossed the line into Sonora and cap"
tured a hacienda about 90 miles
In
southwest of Nogales, Arizona,
the states of Puebla and Morelos the
rebel movement is reported to be increasing. Indp, in Central Durango,
has fallen into rebel hands but foreigners' right! are being respected.
The telegraph lines to the place have
been interrup 1 for two months.
W. H. Wait k American manager of
the Esmeraldi , plantation at Ochotal,
Vera Cruz, wi o was killed last week,
was not mure red by bandits but by
a laborer wh had a grudge against
him This
nding is the result of
an investigation ordered by the state
department.
Loot it Returned
Parral, MexjL April 8. An order
by General Sftazar tinsa.y paraon
in whose hoitffc.loot was found would
be eexcuted sifntmarily resulted today
In the returnAo the city hall of prop
erty valued aq $250,000. Wagons loaded with plunder which the looters
feared to retain blocked (lie street In
front of the general headquarters. In
shoes alone. 5000 'n merchandise
was returned.
Most of the' merchants are insured
in Lloyds asalnst loss by looting, and
there was no particular hastein
claiming goods. In many instances,
as in the matter of shoes, the merchants claimed to be unable to identify their property. The first train to
leave here will carry 100 Americans
who have been marooned here. They
will be taken to the United States.
Last, night they gave a banquet to
General Salazar at which the frien;1
liest international
sentiments Wff
-

i

voiced.
TODAY IN CONGRESS.

Washington, April 8. Senate: In
session 2 p. m. Assistant Secretary
Wilson of the stae department told
the finance committee a tree sugar
bill would mean the abrogation of
the reciprocity agreement wJta 0 ibft
for 20 per cent preferential.
The judiciary committee ordered
favorably reported the nomination of
George L. Townsend ,to the United
States marshalship of Delaware.
Senator Chamberlain spoke In favor of the proposed workmen's compensation bill to ameliorate conditions growing out of industrial markets.
House: Met at noon.
Committee debate on Indian appropriation biH.
Agricultural committee listed to arguments in favor of a bureau of markets to investigate the methods of
marketing farm products.
James A. Conroy, director of the
port of Boston, argued for a Massachusetts delegation to oppose the proposal in the Panama government bill
to divorce the railroads from steamship lines.
A bill appropriating $350,000
for
flood fighting, was amended to make
the money also apply to operations
on Mississippi river tributaries.
Representative Bates introduced a
hill to
grades of admiral
and vice admiral in the navy.

Washington, April 8. The
"bath tub trust" case from the United
States circuit court of Maryland was
REHEARING OF CASE.
A
8.
rehearing today advanced for- - hearing October
Washington, April
Of the
SUGAR IS REDUCED.
"patent monopoly" 5 before the supreme court of the
New York, April 8. All grades of
mimeograph case was today refused United States. The case involves an
by the supreme court of the TJnit ?d alleged conflict between the patent refined sugar were reduced 5 cen
law. a hundred pounds today.
law and the Sherman anti-truStates.
d
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REBELS

EVANS PROPOSES

Get tint Even is an

Rochester, N. Y., April 8. With the
arrival of William Barnes, Jr., chairman of ihe state committee, and the
advance guard of the delegates to the
republican state convention tomorrow,
which is to elect four delegates aL
large to the national convention end
adopt a platform, there began conferences that continued throughout the

will become the deliberate receiver
of stolen goods "
Senator Dixon declares that post
masters have ignored President Taft's

recent message to congress, recom
mending the transfer of postmasters
to the civil service, or that "they refuse to credit you with sincerity in
your public declarations.
"Failure on your part now to act
in prompt rebuke and punishment
of these crimes can only convince
the whole country that the assault
on your honor by your subordinates
in Kentucky is justified. "I call on
you not as a candidate for renomina-tion- ,
but as president of the United
States, to Issue an order to the office
holders of Kentucky to cancel their
Illegal action. I call on you as president of the United States to punish
these men guilty of violating the civil
service rules and the orders of your
predecessor. I call on you as presi
dent of the United States to enforce
the law."
Senator Dixon stated that he had
sent the reports of the civil service
commission. In giving out the letter
he said the matter would he "heforo
congress within 24 hours."

niinniiir irppr
IS RUN ON THE
ROCKS
BEACHES STEAMER ON
TARIO TO SAVE LIVES OF

CAPTAIN

HUMAN

CARGO

TUGS RESCUE THE PASSENGERS
CREW

REMAIN
TO
PREFERS
THE SHIP ON ADVICE
OF THE COMMANDER

WITH

ON

ROCKY

MONTAUK

POINT

OF THE WRECK IS IN DAN
GEROUS WATERS IN NORTH

SCENE

ATLANTIC
Ditoh Plain Life Station, Long

Is-

land, April 8. The steamer Ontario,
Differs With Taft.
8.
Colonel
tons burden, Baltimore to Bos2,00
April
Mattoon,
Roosevelt put himself on record to- ton with 15 passenft'3'-- and a crew of
day as directly opposed to Presldsi.t 40, was run on the rocks off Montauk
Taft on the subject of reciprocity. He Point
by her captain early today when
declared he would never sanction the
discovered in her hold. The
was
measure as fire
such
Colonel

111.,

a
reintroductlbn of
in life
hill passed passengers were transferred
Canadian
the
reciprocity
day.
New
from
boats to the tug Tasco,
"The drafting of the platform will by congress last year.
to
the
London, Conn., which rushed
be accomplished after the most carein
S.
Kentucky
Fight
Ontario's
ful consideration and discussion," said
scene in response to the
Louisville, April 8. With both Taft O. S. wireless
Mr. Barnes. "That is the business
signals and after eix
of the convention tomorrow. As to and Roosevelt leaders claiming a ma
fire was brought unthe
work
hours
at
the instruction of delegates to Chlca- - jortty of the delegates instructed
mass conven der control.
cago to the convention, that will be the republican county
The vessel is hard ground aground
a
flghti for seat
tions
lively
Saturday,
determined by the delegates at the
ex
a light sea running and but little
with
is
ing their respective delegates
convention Wednesday."
at the state convention bere wind, and there Is little danger, appected
Lieutenants of Chairman Barnes
parently, of her going to pieces. Life
made it known that an uninstructed Wednesday.
Of the 2,356 seats in the state con savers hovered near the vessel in
delegation was to be desired- - but Sam vent ion, 842 are contested.
their boats all morning, ready to take
uel S. Koenig, chairman of the New
off the crew hut Captain Bond, when
York county committee, was active
the fire was under control, said there
toda. in
to have 'flic dCle MISS M'DONALD WEDS;
would be no need for their service-Twgates Instructed for Taff.
crews of life saver in MiX
Besides United States Senator EU- boats, and three revenue cutters are
GOVERNOR
SURPRISES
hu Root, Vice President James S.
standing alongside. A breeches buoy
Sherman, Wiliam Barnes, Jr., and
was shot to the vessel from the shore
Nicholas Murray Butler, president of N. A. SPENCE
she first went on the rocks at 3
when
IS
LUCKY
THE
Columbia University, the names of
o'clock this morning, but the captain
YOUNG MAN TO MARRY THE
former Governor B. B. Oddell, Jr.,
atfer transferring the pasengers to a
PRETTY GIRL
of New Burgh, William Berri of
tug, sent word by life savers to his
Brooklyn and E. H. Butler of Buffalo
srew
would remain aboard.
Santa Fe. N. M., April 8. Governor
have been put forward as delegates
before daylight they had chop- Long
was
a
McDonald
given
surprise! last
at large. A boom for the renomlna-tloMiss ped a dozen holes through the pilot
when his daughter,
of James S. Sherman for vice evening
(
Frances, returned after a visit to the house and water was pumped by the
president is expected this afternoon McDonald ranches in Lincoln county. vessel's own engines 'nto ths hold.
when a delegation from Utica is to
She did not return alone, but brought At 6 o'clock Captain Bond sent word
arrive.
her husband with her, N. A. Spencer, ashore that the fire had been check
the
who for the past two years has been ed. The Are broka out during
so
tha'
became
and
threatening
night
to
the governor at
private secretary
Roosevelt Claims Crookedness.
the McDonald ranches. The young shortly before 2 o'ilock this morning
Washington, April 8. In an open people left Oarrizozo on Saturday, Captain Bond ordered the wireless
letter to President Taft, given out at without the knowledge of the parents, operator to send S. O. S. distress sigRoosevelt headquarters here today, and were married by a Methodist nal. An hour later he turned back
Senator Joseph Dixon, campaign man. minister. The bride apprised her upon his course and drove the vessel
ager for Colonel Roosevelt, declares father by telegram of the happy ev- full speed ahead for the reefs oft
that the president "will become the ent and the couple is today' receiving Montauk Point.
deliberate receiver of stolen goods" congratulations at the executive manThrough the early morning hours
if he does not repudiate the action sion. Spence came to New Mexico the wireless sputtered along the entire North Atlantic Coast with news
of certain federal officeholders In the from Kansas City, Missouri.
of the vessel's danger Ten minutes
inKentucky elections Saturday and
later the men at this station saw the
FIRE CAUSES PANIC.
stitute proceedings against them.
Avesnes, France, April 8. Seven ship on the rocks, hurried off with a
Senator Dixon's letter was sent as
women
and children were killed hsre breeches buoy apparatus and later
the result of a telegram received
from E. C. O'Rear, former chief cor- today In a rush to the doors In n dragged their surf boat on its truck
over the beach to the
respondent of the supreme court of concert hall, following an outbreak of three miles
steamer.
chilwomen
and
other
burning
Fifteen
fire.
candidate
Kentucky and republican
The life savers, reinforced by a
for governor at the last election. This dren were injured.
crew
from the Hither Plain station,
folas
telegram, sent Sunday, was
two miles away, transferred the paslows:
BOUNDARY DISPUTE IS sengers in small boats to a tug and
"Later returns give Roosevelt the
stood off In readiness to take the
of
chairman
First district, but the
crew
ashore If need be. Although the
REVIVED BY HOLT
McCracken county, who Is deputy
could not be seen, a great
flames
aft
ipostmaster at Paducah, signs
cloud of steam and smoke arose from
carries
Roosevelt
certificate, although
STATE SENATOR INTRODUCES A ithe burning ship and spread a haze
county by 1,006 to 517. In Carlisle
BILL FOR DETERMINATION
along the water front for miles. Capcounty Roosevelt had all but three,
Bond told the life savers that
OF TEXAS LINE.
tain
one of whom was the chairman, hut
was confined entirely to the
fire
the
The
postmaster signs Taft certificate.
N. M., April 8. The Texas-- hold. The hull of the veBsef was bad
Santa
Fe,
at
district chairman Jp postmaster
New
Mexico
boundary dispute, ly blistered on the outside.
Mayfleld.
The Ontario is a vessel of t.987 tons
was
which
it
thought an act of con"Nothing so high handed has ever gress had settled, was revived today net She- - is 29n fret long, of steel,
developed in Kentucky politics."
o
when State Senator Holt introduced and was bull! 'n 1904. She left
Senator Dixon, In his letter, de- a bill in the senate for determinate
The revenue ouSatwt'ay.
clared that federal office holders sup- of the
boundary between Texas and ters Mohawk ar1 Seneca picked up
porting President Taft are especially New Mexico.
the wireless call at New York and
charged by Judge O'Rear with violatcutter Acushnet at Boston hurried to
ARIZONA'S LANDS
the scene. They were able to give,
ing the law, the civil service regulations and executive orders.
Phoenix, Ariz., April '.The -- new but little assistance, however.
"These acts operate to subvert the state of Arizona owns 2,500,000 acres
At 8:30 Captain Bond sent word
directly expressed will of the major- of school land and the manner of ashore that the fire was under condistricts where its disposal will, it is expected, be de- trol, and the vessel was then hard
ity of the voters in the
letter.
the
committed," said
termined by the legislature this week. aground and apparently in no dan"In plain language, these acta con- A bill now before the legislature pro- ger of breaking up. The tug Tascq,
stitute theft. Unless th- are prompt- vides for the appraisement of the laid with the Ontario's passengers aboard,
who and its sale on easy terms in 16) acre was then still alongside. It was rely repudiated by you, and those
eommltted them are immediately cited tracts. There Is strong sentiment ported that the passengers would be
A
to trial, you cannot escape the char;e against actual sa1os some of the legis- landed at New London, Conn.
is on. the way here
of being willing to profit knowingly lators being in favor of only leasing wrecking tug
from New York.
bv such theft. Tn other words, you the land io nttt'ier.j.
Bal-tlwer-

-
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NEWS

PRISONER

FROM THE CAPITAL

DIGS

WAY OUT OF

freatuehi Cluulej

DOLLAR SALE

Santa Fe. N. M , April 8. The folijouieia of the
Cleveland Naps is aiao president ut lowing named were appointed notaries
the Toledo club in the American a- public by Governor McDonald: John
W. Turner, Santa Rita, Grant county;
bociauon.
1 UeCleveiand
Naps snoulu be well Max Weiss, San Rafael, Valencia
Los AlaTRAVEL BY RAIL HAS BECOME iixed for neavy hitters this season, us county; Antonio Pacheco,
H. J. H. CARROLL, WITH SEVERAL
Wallace
San
..sou
mos,
county;
seven
Miguel
of
Of
the
regulars hit for
JUST AS SAFE A8 JOURNEY
ESCAPES
FROM
ALIASE8,
Blrkhead, Rosa.
better in 1911.
ING ON FOOT.
CITY HOLDOVER
Uniof
The
folowing appointments
A member of the University of
Annen you start on a railway Jour- - 6ouih Carolina base until teem is named ted States commissioners were
Another innovation at the leading Store of Las Vegas Monday and Tuesday of each week durWhen Turnkey Charles Kelly' ye- L.
Kline
L
nounced
by Judge Pope:
how much chance Is there ac Boozer. He is not a kinsman of the
unlocked
months of April and May, "A DOLLAR SALE," wherein the values of your Dollars will be
the
the
Nara
A.
terday
morning
Paul
city
jail
Slegel,
Obar;
ing
felter,
tormer New York pitcher
r a
ui hici- A. J. Nisbet, Roswell;
J. R. to escort the prisoners to their Eas
increased
Visa;
greatly
During these Sales, (he Sale item must be purchased by the dollar's worth. You may
t ha t vnn vnn'l
New
a
(ieiiier
Orleans
has
great
Mh
Elida.
The appointment of ter breakfast he discovered simultaSecure at many
worth as you with, but In no caso will those
alive? Is the chance greater and hitter in Johnson. It is said sev Darnell,
be good
Chester A. Hunker as referee in
neously & hole in the brick wall
In
fractional
than ten or twenty years ago? eral major league scouts are right on
the
dollar.
for San Miguel and Mora which divides the lobby of the buildIn other words, you may purchase one, two, three or more dollars worth of
Some genius for figures recently the job and watching every move of
counties was also recorded.
any item, but under no
ing from the cages and the absence of
showed from the 1909 statistics got- the Pelican.
condition
can you secure the following values for fractional parts of the Dollar,
J. H. Carroll, who was being held on
Entries
Homestead
Ownie Bush of the Tigers is sti!
ten out by the interstate commerce
Watch Saturday's Optic each week for announcement of items for the following Monday and Tuesday.
homestead entries suspicion of having burglarized the
The folowing
commission that on the average
holding out and insists thai he will were recorded for the past week in A. Didier store in Belen. The hole
THESE VALUES ARE FOR CASH ONLY NO 'PHONE ORDERS
passenger on the railways of the not play baseball at all unless lM re the local land office:
S. Ml Mann, explained the manner in which CarUnited States could travel 4.000 times ceives the contract he desires.
no
left
hie
but
roll
had
made
tL
D.
escape
Mount&inair;
Ellet, Willard;
the distance around the earth without
Halifax promoters have decide to Jessen R. Beck, Estancia; Juan N.
clue as to the direction the man had
f LINGERIE
a professional baseball
being killed. Stating the matter In organize
WAISTS
Senorita; J. C. Taylor, Shlprock, taken.
KAYSER SILK GLOVES
another way, he could travel sixty league in Nova Scotia. The grand old Jose de la Luz Duran, Cuba; Anasta-clWells at
Santa Fe Special Offlc
"About 25 styles of new Spring waists includmiles an hour for 220 years without pastime is covering more territory
Eapinosa, Senorita; Edith R. Wil- once telegraphed a desc. iption of the
ft fatal accident.
Kayser's 16 Button, pure silk gloves with
every year.
ing high and low neck models, Auto Waists and
liams, Venus; A. Ledowx, Springer; man to several cities and towns both
Mike Donlin, who is playing right J. V. Torres, Gonzales; Ellas Montoya north and south of Las Vegas and It
An average of only one passenger
double
finger tips, black or white, worth $1.25
Middy Blouses, all good desirable styles and
to every three million passengers car- field for the Pittsburg Pirates, is do Thoreau; Lura J. Young, Bluewater; is expected he will be apprehended
for Monday and Tuesday,
for our "Dollar Sale" Monday and
values,
exceptional
per
pair,
ried la killed.
In other words, In ing some great throwing this spring. Robert E. Pearson, Morlarty; J. B. Carroll, whose real name may be
each
Tuesday, per pair
$1.00
1909, the number of passengers killed Mike says his arm is better this year Boone, Willard; J. R. Beck Estan- most anything, as he has a string of
per 100,000,000 passengers carried one than for many a season.
cia; Oscar Wilson, Willard; Rosendo aliases as long as a duke's title, was
WOMEN'S LISLE UNION SUITS
HUCK TOWELS
mile was 0.86; In 1899 It was 1.64,
Manager Charley Dooin of the Phil Padilla, Pinitada; M. Ortiz San Ra- arrested Saturday by Chief of Police
nd tn 1889, 2.58. The number of fa- adelphia Quakers, figures that all he fael ; J. B. Tade, Mountalnair; Al- Ben Coles after the man had pawned
Women's good Lisle Union Suits, low neck,
talities to passengers was only a little has to do to win the National league bino Sandoval; Ponfl; Teodoro San- ft new suit of clothes in a West side
sleeveless, with either tight or wide knee r
A good Huck towel size, 20x40, nice smooth
more than
f
as great In pro- pennant is to pitch Alexander, Chal- doval, Ponil; Alicia Aguilar, Wagon rnawn shop. Coles had received a de
sleeves and ankle length, worth
neck,
high
long
officers
the
turn.
finish, good absorbent, red borders, worth 15c
Mound; Martin T. Lippard, Estancia scription of Carroll from
portion In 1909 as In 189, and less mers and Moore in regular
65c each, for Monday and Tuesday two suits
for
was
watch
on
the
Frank
Belen
Allison.
and
Walter
run
in
Rea,
home
two
The
kings,
than
as great In proportion
each for Monday and Tuesday, 10 for- $1.00
for
him. When arrested the man had In
Treasurer's Receipts
$I.OO
as tn 1889. Tt may be interesting to Schulte of the Cubs and Prank Baker
The following sums of money were his possession a letter addressed to
note in this connection that the rail- of the Athletics, seem to have found
CHILDREN'S NAZARETH WAISTS
BOYS' CHANBRAY WAISTS
in the office of State Treas- "J. H. Carroll. East Las Vegas, N.
start
received
at
the
anright
their batting lamps
ways of the United States carry
O.
urer
X.
M."
Marron:
Thomas
McBride,
nually 1,000,000,000 passengers an av- of the training season this year.
These popular under waists for boys and girls
After placing the man in the lockJake Daubert, Brpoklyn's star first treasurer of Colfax county, taxes,
miles each.
erage of about thirty-threBoys' good Chambray waists, blue only, fast
are
with stitched tape
porous knit,
Didier.
Mr.
to
Coles
Salomon
telegraphed
Sanchez, treasurer up
More than half 53 per cent of the baseman, is playing a great game this $367.96;
all sizes, well made with
color,
they are comfortable, elastic, and healthful and
of Guadalupe county, taxes, $404.90: At nightfall he had received no repersons killed In train accidents in spring. There are only a few real
are
cells
sell
uncomfortable,
everywhere at 25c straight. For our "Dolshoulders, worth 50c each, for our "Dollar
the year ended June 30, 1909, were first basemen in the big show and Fidel Cordova, itreasurer of Taos coun- ply. As the
$296.16; J. G. Krammer, Coles decided to allowed Carroll the
taxes,
ty,
lar
Sale"
and
5 for
of
them.
one
Monday
commerce
Tuesday,
Sale" Monday and Tuesday, 3 for
is
the
interstate
Jake
surely
reported by
$1.00
of the Jail corridor, which is
The New York Giants played to the treasurer of McKinley county, taxes, freedom
commission as "trespassers" that is
and
cells
the
in
of
front
A.
Max
of
treasurer
$23.57;
immediately
Montoya,
persons who were stealing rides on largest crowd on their training trip
county, taxes, $333.42; C. D. is fastened by a heavy steel door.
trains or walking on railway tracks at Texarkana. It was the first visit Socorro state
MONDAY
MONDAY
LaaVGs'LocdinStoro
During the night the man sawed a
engineer, hydrographic
In nr&faMnAA in IrAanln
ti tha nnK. of a major league team in the history Miller,
bunks
one
the
from
of
of
assteel
T.
Guilfoil.
J.
fund,
$200;
piece
survey
s
city, and
lie highways. On the average, four- of the
sistant traveling bank examiner, bank and dug his way through the brick
teen trespassers are killed on railway
told the fans he would surely
examination fees, $25; Thomas P. Ga- wall into the lobby, from which he
property every day in the year. In be back next year.
ble, game and fish warden, game pro made his exit by the simple process
Even if Indianapolis can't win pen- tection
European countries such trespassers
ONLY
fund, $55; A. Rivera, clerk of of throwing the inside catch of a
ONLY
Eatabliahad 1868
South Side
are arrested) and fined or Imprisoned, nants, the Indians can furnish players
Yale lock. Two other prisoners were
court
Taos
Tho
$56.85;
county,
fees,
both to protect the roads and in the for the other teams in the American mas
clerk of Bernalillo in the holdover but they declare they
Madison,
interest of public safety. The enor- Association. Hftyden of Louisville, county, court fees $456.60; F. W. did not hear or see Carroll when enmous nnd unnecessary death toll of Carisch of Toledo, Lewis of MilwauMeyers, clerk of McKinley
county, gaged in digging his way out. The
kee. Delehanty of Minneapolis, Carr court fees, $78.60; Charles E. Tho police believe the men saw Carroll
railway trespassers in this eountry
5,284 for the year mentioned eug of Kansas City, Priel of coiumDus
mas, clerk of Otero county, court. a't work but that he Intimidated them
treats a grave duty on the part of our and Hoffman of St. Paul are all forto such an extent that they were
fees, $174.65.
officials to mer members of the Indianapolis
legislators and public
afraid to give a warning.
Farmlngton Land and Canal Co
enact and enforce laws similar to team.
know with
Articles of !neorporaMikJjv. bopr
(Stiff Caloa-- lt p'uzzled-tMil
(hose of European countries, to say
hat instrument. Carroll sawed the
filed with the state corporation comPing Bodie of the White So.i
tfthiaR of ike need of greater caution lost the best pair of trousers he owned mission asking a charter
for th heavy steel bar, which was cut in two
and therefore feels somewhat sore, Farmlngton Land and Canal company. as smoothly as a piece 6t butter with
lasoag private individuals.
There Is a popular misconception also chagrined and likewise humili The company expects to conduct an a
knife.
boarding house
'
that most of the passengers killed are ated. While in Waco Ping sent nis Irrigation project in San Juan county Before locking Carroll in the jail
killed In true train accidents that is, trousers to a negro taiior anu me Hie head gate of their main canal, to Coles searched him thoroughly, even
collisions, derailments, etc. The total "dinge " thinking they needed a little be located on the pouth bank of the examining the man's shoes, inside and
number of passengers killed in colli- pnsoline, soaked them in it and then San Juan river. The capital stock of under the insoles. The chief is willdisions and derailments in 1911 was applied a hot iron. No more fine the concern Is given $650,000
ing to affirm that no files, saws or
a vided into 6.500
shares, worth $100 other instruments were in Carorll's
pnly 141. or only ), per cent of the trousers for Fin? He now wears
' "3P:tv
each at par. All stock subscribed is possession.
total nuumber of persons killed
pair of pants,
Almost immediately after the man's
Jo
be fully paid up and business will
per!
;ill train accidents, and only 2.6
CB- had been discovered a messThe
escape
i,
trea-1
tnnii
of
i,?
number
of
cent as many
the
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age arrived from Mr. Didier requestAS
HLPLESS
ARE
MEN
2,500
divided
stock
hundred
is
into
and
thlr.
capital
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
passers killed. One
CHILDREN
shares of preferred and 4,000 in com- ing that the suspect be held. Coles
e
passengers were killed while
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodWhen Taken Suddenly III Here is a mon. The names of the incorporators, declares that had he received this
getting- on and off trains.
he would
Common-sensnight
Saturday
telegram
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
Safeguard
the
and
their
addresses
compostofflce
A leading accident insurance
man is as a helpless amount of stock subscribed by each have placed Carroll in the county Jail,
statements.
strong
Big,
twice
1911
it
in
paid
pany states that
iminfant when he Is suddenly ill.
follows:
J. A. Maseie, Santa Fe, 1 from which it would have been
He
be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
can
as much indemnities on persons
The sturdiest chap in town usually share; R. H; Hanna, Santa Fe, 5 possible for him to escape if placed In
walking iu streets ns on persons
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
and is utterly hsares; L. L. Aitken, Colorado Springs a cell.
loses his
Injured on trains, and the indemnity unable to regard his condition with 10
Mr. Dlddler arrived yesterday on
D.
A.
Colorado
shares;
Aitken,
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
on all its accident policies a fact
common sense thai characterizes Springs, 1 share; Allen R. Burris. train No. 10. He at once identified
the
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
which itself argues the comparative
his every day actions.
Colorado Springs, 1 share; W. H. the suit of clothes pawned by Carroll
douis
secure repeat orders.
travel
train
modern
of
good
safety
For example: He comes home tir- Spurgeon, Colorado Springs, 1 share; as one of the articles stolen from his
bled in case the policy holder is inThe
store in Belen last Tuesday night. He
advertising is not only a "protection to the trade name, but it
ed, eats a heavy dinner and sits down A certifies! e of stockholders'
evenjured on a railway train.
declared
is
a
after
a
the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
to read and smoke away
quiet
receiving
was filed.
description
That there is much room for im- ing.
of Carroll, that the escaped prisoner
You
are
justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beprovement in the matter of railway
was one of two men who were in BeROOT AND HERB MEDICINES
Suddenly he notices a weight on his
however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
will
no
one
cause,
in
this
facilities
country
stomach; then sharp pains around his which are nature's cure for disease len the day preceding the robbery.
done
have
in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
much,
have
devices
Safety
may
deny.
Carroll is about six feet two inches
heart, and a feeling of suffocation. are not only more reliable and harmin
but the great majority of the deaths Thoughts of "heart disease" rush over less than
others of their goodness.
in
money
in
telling
the
height and weighs
neighbordrugs but modern science
nowadays are due to causes which him. and in his agony he fears the has never been able to
hood of 180 pounds. He has dark hair
improve upon
H
to
the most approved and effective safe- worst.
and dark complexion and blue eyes.
them.
soluThe
reach.
not
do
ty devices
His trouble was acute indigestion
Many tons of roots and herbs are This peculiar combination of eyes and
tion of the problem, as it now stands, brought on by overloading his tired used
annually in the manufacture of complexion would make him easily
are
depends largely on the prudence of stomach.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- recognizable and the officers
the private citizen. If a man insists
A couple of Rexall Dyspepsia Tab pound, which is known from ocean to hopeful of capturing him. Mr. Didier
on walking in front of a moving train lets might have given him relie- f- ocean as the standard
left last night for his home. He says
remedy for fethe men who robbed his store got
or "hopping" one, no safety device might have saved his hours of suffer male ills.
can make him safe
No sick woman will do justice to away with about $200 worth of mering
of
Rexall
a
Dyspep
chandise, including several suits of
package"
herself
Carry
until she has tried it.
SMITHS BOUND OVER.
clothes.
sia Tablets in your vest pocket, or
Roswell, N. M., April 8. Haysell
kep them in your room. Take one
'
and Boyd Smith, arrested on the after each heavy meal, and ward off
NEW CAVE DISCOVERED.
and passed from the outer cavern
WITH THE BOXERS
charge of murdering Wilson Orr !n indigestion.
N. M., April 8. J. T.
Estancia,
into a second chamber through a
a
N.
Kenna.
M.,
room
at
court
the
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets relieve
reports the discovery of a passage in which a man could walk
weeks ago, were today bound over to stomach troubles by aiding nature to
cave in the Manzano mountains alerect, and into a third through a
Eddie Murphy, the South Bost n most
the grand jury after a preliminary supply those elements, the absence of
directly west of Estancia, which smaller passage that was Just
incauses
here.
in
large
the gastric juices,
which
boxer, says he has any offer to meet when
hearing
fully explored may prove to be enough for him to squeeze
I have removed from 603 East Lincoln to
through.
Haysell was held in $10,000 bond, digestion and dyspepsia. They rend Matt Wells of England.
a discovery of great interest.
s
The floors of the caverns and
522 Sixth Street and will be pleased to meet
to aid the stomach to digest all kind"
Al Kubiak, the Michigan bear, has
his brother in the sum of $3,000.
The
is on the south side
new as well as old customers.
slope upward rather sharply.
Orr formerly owned the township of food and to quickly convert it into shown marked improvement in his of a opening
very
canyon between th?
deep
Mr. McMullen had no means ot
I am showing all the latest, newest and nobof Kenna, and was shot immediately rich red blood.
recent bouts over his work of a year Torreon and Manzano
grants, and it making a light except matches, and
biest patterns for the spring season. I guarafter a scuffle with Judge W. H. We know what Rexall Dyspepsia ago.
is large enough for a man to enter
antee you satisfaction in fit and workmanof course made but an imperfeot
Cooper, who had fined Orr $5 for Tablets are and what they will do.
erect. The opening is in a place
to
relieve
arthem
IndigesWe
examination of the caverns, but he
was
WOMAN UP FOR MURDER
ship. Trimmings of the best New York
guarantee
contempt. Haysell Smith
rather difficult of approach, however, found in the outer one evidences tit
all the time.
we
If
fall,
tion
styles
SL
S.
dyspepsia.
mur
and
of
case
they
accused
the
of
The
at
once,
Louis,
rested
April
and so situated that it might have reMrs. Alma James, accused of the murof the wlil refund your money.
occupation by man, including a levelder. He is a brother-in-laThree sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents, and der of her husband,' was called for mained undiscovered indefinitely but ing up by means of logs, apparently
man he is said to have slain. The
Sold only at our stores or by trial today. The killing occurred last for the circumstance that Mr.
$1.00.
for a sleeping place, three walking
judge was grazed by one bullet.
dogs trailed a fox into the sticks and some charcoal marks and
mail. Remember, you can obtain Rex- May, Mrs. James shooting her husHe says he passed up and
all Remedies in this community only band three times as the lav In bed. cave.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
drawings on the walls.
down
the
gorge frequently in his
stores
E.
S'ore.
Rexall
our
The
at
will
If
refund
to
Your druggist
money
indignities
Temporary insanity, due
There Is one thing In the small
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any G. Murphey.
suffered at her husband's hand, will hunting excursions and never before
or
be the plaa of the defense, according noticed it.
owe of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
hoy's favorhe never pretends to FVERYRIIRY READS THF I AS
Mr. McMullen
to Mrs. James' attorney k.
Everybody reads The Optic.
Protruding Piles In ( to 14 days. SOc
enured the cave like anybody he doesn't like.
--
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missions, which yearly spend a mil
Hon dolars or more on schools It oper
a tea throughout the United States,
Cuba and Porto Rico. He was select by the board primarily to organ
ize this education work and adopt it
to the present educational methods
and has been eminently suoceaaful.

UNIVERSITY

HAS A NEW
HEAD
DAVID ROSS BOYD CHOSEN
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TAFT'S RECORD
AGAINST TRUSTS

What
Fear or Favor.
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CALENDAR

INSTITUTION

OF 8PORT8
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EXCELS

HIS

PREDECESSORS.

April 8 Dr.
Monday
David Ross Boyd, of New York, an
loth In Civil and Criminal ProsecuOpening of spring meeting of the
educator of wide reputation, will be Jamestown
tion Taft Administration Break All
Va.
Norfolk,
club,
Jockey
the next president of the University o
Record
of
Legal Accomplishments
Opening of national duck and candlof New Mexico. Dr. Boyd was formal- e-pin
tournament
at I.awrence, Five Presidents Compared.
ly elected to the position at Satur- .Mass.
day's meeting of the board of regents,
National boxing championships of
TAFT8
RECORD.
of the institution, held in this city. A. A. U.
begin in Boston.
He will formally take charge of the
Under the last five administraOpening of annual show of Osweuniversity July 1.
tions prosecutions under the
go, N. Y., Automobile Dealers' assoSherman
The announcement of the selection ciation.
anti trust law have
been brought aa follows i
of Dr. Boyd to succeed Dr. Edward
Sam Langford vs. Sam McVey. 20
Crim-Civ- il
McQueen Gray, who recently resign- rounds,
at Sydney, Australia.
Inal
ed the presidency of the university
suits, suits. Total.
Lavin vs. Jeff Smith, 10
Paddy
to enter upon other work of a more
Under Harrison
rounds, at Albany, N. Y.
7
3
(three year) .... 4
etxenslve scope, was made by R. W.
Ernie Zanders, vs. Lee Barrett, 10
Under Cleveland
D. Bryan, president of the board of
S
.
2
7
(four years)
rounds, at Madison, Wis.
Under McKinley
regents, following the session of that
Tuesday
(four and
body, which was attended by PresiClose of entries for the stake events
Three bill in equity.
dent Bryan, Secretary James A.
Under Roosevelt
events for the Grand Circuit races at
NaReidy, both of Albuquerque, and
(seven and one-haKalamazoo.
than Jaffa, of Roswell.
The other at
IS
26
44
years)
Under Taft
Wednesday
members, Judge Alford W. Cooley, of
(two years and
American Association begins
Its
Silver City, was ill at Santa Fe and
eleven months).. 22
40
62
s
Ccium-buat
with
Kansas
season,
City
unable to attend, and H. L. Blckley,
Milwaukee at Toledo, St. Paul
One property seizure.
of Raton, also could not be present.
The retio of proseoutiona, alat
When the board met the matter of at Indianapolis and Minneapolis
lowing for length of time in ofthe presidency was immediately taken loulsville.
fice, of the Taft administration
Opening of annual bench show of
up for consideration. Following conas compared with the records of
its four immediate predecessors
sideration of ithe numerous applica- Mississippi Valley Kennel club at St.
ie approximately aa follows:
tions on file, that of Dr. Boyd met Louis.
over Harrison
Taft
10
9 to
vs.
Billy Ryan
Bobby Wilson,
with the unanimous favor of the board.
Taft over Cleveland
12 to 1
Y.
N.
at
rounds,
Syracuse,
He was nominated
by President
Taft over McKinley
30to1
Chick Hayes vs. Frankie Bums, 10
Taft over Roosevelt
Bryan and the regents immediately
4to1
confirmed the nomination. It was de- rounds, at Indianapolis.
Joe Coster vs. Tommy Honek, 10
cided that the new head of the InstiPresident Taft's administration ass
tution should formally enter upon his rounds, at New York.
broken all records for prosecutions
Jimmy Walsh vs. Johnny Dundee, 1 brought and wun under the Sherman
duties July 1.
10 rounds at New York.
anti-trus- t
law. Without fear or favor
Following the elected of the new
to the bar of justice cor
it
has
brought
president, the board then confirmed
Thursday
engaging In ille
Contest between Willie Hoppe and porations and persons
the faculty mem'hers for next year.
combinations In restraint of trade,
All the present members were retain- Calvin Demarest for 18.2 balkline gal
the ultimate purpose of each combinaed, together with Dr. Mendell Silber, championship, at Hotel Astor, N. Y.
tion being to create a monopoly and to
who
National A. A. IT. wrestling cham raise tbe prices on Its products. In
has been temporarily filling
positions for Professor C. E. Hodgin, iplonshlp tournament at Newark, N. two years and eleven mouths of his
administration
('resident Taft has
and Professor E. S. Slssler. Dr. Silber J.
was made a permanent member of
National League begins its season caused to be brought four more civil
fifteen more criminal proseNew suits and
the faculty. The faculty members with Philadelphia at Boston,
cutions than Mr. Roosevelt brought in
York at Brooklyn, Chicago at Cincinelected follow:
f
the seven and
years of his adC. E. Hodgin, dean of the School of nati and Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
ministration.
American league begins its season
Until Mr Taft became the president
Education, and professor of- - pedagogy; Martin F. Angell, dean of the with St. Louis at Chicago, Washing- the administration of Mr. Roosevelt
held the record In both particulars.
College of Science and Engineering, ton at Philadelphia, Detroit at Cleev-lanThus baa President Taft. who was Mr.
and professor of iphjrsrica arid engi
and Boston at New YOrk.
ooutnern leaigue oegins MS season, Roosevelt's light armhisduring bla last
neering; John D. Clark, professor of
administration,
pledge to the
ohemistry; Ethel A. Hlckey, profes- with Mobile at New Orleans, Mont- American peoplekept
to uphold and mainsor of English; D. J. Slssler, librarian gomery at Birmingham, Chattanooga tain tbe
policies of his predecessor In
and professor of library science; J. A. at Atlanta and Nashville at Memphis. punishing the criminals and undesiraCotton States league begins Its ble element In tbe big business of the
Pynch, professor of geology; H. H.
Con well, professor of mathematics; season with Greenwod at Jackpon, country.
Warren I. Moore, professor of Greek Haittiesburg
at Meridian and New In tbe Republican national platform
of 1908 reference was made to the
and Latin; Leon B. Stephen, profes- Orleans at Vicksburg.
prosecution of evil trusts and monoposor of German; G. B. Roberts, proPackey McFarland vs. Willie Scbae- - lies as one of the great accomplish111.
10
fessor of civil engineering;
Helena fer,
rounds at Quincy,
ments of tbe Roosevelt administration,
Egyptlades, professor of music; A. O.
and the platform declared that the
Friday
law had been a
Weese, professor of biology; Anita
Annual meeting of the Intercolle Sherman anti-truThomas, professor of Spanish; Dr. giate Aeronautical association at New wholesome Instrument for good in the
hands of a wise and fearless executive
Mendel Silber, professor of psychol York.
In bis speech of acceptance Mr. Taft
and
education.
ogy
Annual field trials of the English
himself to the enforcement of
pledged
The regents feel especially gratified Setter club of America at Medford, N.
this law and has kept his promise.
at having been able to secure the ser J.
Problems Confronting Taft.
vices of Dr. Boyd, who is one of the
Wreatllng contest between Zbyszco
of controversy as to tile
Stripped
best known educators in the United and Deemtral, at Dallas, Texas.
exact meaning of certain language of
States. He graduated with the degree
Texas League begins Its season, the Sherman anti-truact. the quesof A. B., from the University of Woos-te- with Houston at
Galveston, San An- tions that had to be determined by
Wooster. O., and later received tonio at Beaumont, Fort Worth at those In administrative anthorlty and
those who Judicially determine their
the degree of Ph. D from the same Austin and Dallas at Waco.
acts were, first, how effective tbe law
institution. He was superintendent
Saturday
was to reach the great aggregations
of schools of Van Wert, 0., for sevboat race
between of formerly competitive producers and
Triangular
eral years, and later was in charge of
California and Stanford dealers. Individual and corporate, who.
of the public schools at Arkansas Washington,
universities at Oakland, Calif.
through Intercorporate stockholding
Dr. Boyd assumed
City, Kan.
the
Annual intersoholastic track meet mergers, consolidations and otherwise,
bad acquired so great a control over
presidency of the University of Okla- at Leland Stanford
university.
a particular line of Industry as to enhoma when that institution was foundAnnual Indoor athletic meet at Colable them to dominate It and to exed, 'beginning with nothing but a plot umbia
University, Portland, Ore.
clude or admit competition as they
of 40 acres of ground and a small
Wetsern intercollegiate
gymnastic might choose upon their own terms.
appropriation. For 16 years he re- and
meet at University of Secondly, to determine whether that
wrestling
mained, at the head of this institution, Illinois.
construction of the law was correct
which is located at Norman, and when
Howard Morrow vs. Bert Fagan, 20 which had been given to It by some of
he left the university at the time of
the judges of the circuit court In New
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
Tork in the tobacco case and In the
the organization of the state governopinions of some of tbe justices of the
ment, the institution had grown to bo
supreme court in other cases to the
the largest In Oklahoma with a stu"My little son had a very severe effect that any combination which In
dent body of 850, a group of costly cold.
I was recommended
to try any respect operated to restrain to any
buildings and a splendid faculty. Dur-In- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
and degree a
competition In
the past four years Dr. Boyd has before a small bottle was finished he Interstate commerce was necessarily
resided in New York, where he has was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H. condemned by law.
had charge of the educational work Silks, 29 Dowling Street, Sydney, In the three years of the Taft adAustralia.
This remedy is for sale ministration all of the sixteen cases
o fthe Presbyterian Board of Home
by all dealers.
left pending by the previous administration have been disposed of except
two, which have been argued and submitted to the supreme court of the
United States and are now awaiting
decision.
Of tbe remaining cases the
Standard Oil case was argued early
during the present administration and,
When the blood becomes infected with the virus of Contagious Blood after an appealroeclded entirely In
Poison, the symptoms are soon manifested! The mouth and throat ulcerate, favor of the government. The same
copper-colore- d
spots appear, a red rash breaks out, the hair begins to coma Was also true of the tobacco cases,
out, and usually sores and ulcers show themselves on different parts of the with the ultimate result of the disinAt the first sign of the disease S. S. S. should be taken, for the tegration of that big trust Into fourbody.
trouble is too powerful and dangerous to trifle with. If allowed to run on teen separate and distinct corpora
the tendency is to work down and attack the bones and nerves, and some- tlons This, It is believed, will effec
times it makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. The disease can
make no such headway if S. S. S. is commenced and used according to direc- tively prevent a continuance of the
tions; its progress can be stopped, the poison removed, and health monopolistic conditions complained of.
Taft Anti trust Record.
preserved. S. 8. S. goes into the blood and removes the insidious virus,
cleanses the circulation and makes a complete and permanent cure by
tbe Taft administration up to
During
driving out the cause. 8. 8. 8. quickly takes effect on the blood, and grad- February. 1012. twenty-twcivil suits
file
of
is
cleared
ually
improved, the skin
symptoms disappear, the health
all spots, sores and blemishes, and when S. S. 8. has thoroughly purified the have been brought and fortj. criminal
circulation no trace of the disease is left. 8. 8. 8., a purely vegetable remedy, Indictments found under tbe Sherman
cures Contagious Blood Poison because it is the greatest of all blood puri- law. making in all sixty-twproceed
Home treatment tags. As a result there were fifteen
fiers, tested and proven for more than forty years.
book and any medical advice free to all who write.
ndlctmeots. and eleven of these tn- THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLAKTA, OA.
Albuquerque,
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Promise and Performance

Sherman Law Enforced Without

I

MONDAY. APRIL 8, 1912.

And What President Taft
and His Party Have

Performed.
OOP

PROMISE.

PERFORMANCE.

Tariff revision along protective lines,
with a maximum and minimum pre-

Payne bill, reduction downward, tariff
board, maximum and minimum, veto of
bille which violated principle of protec-

vision.

tion.

Free interchange of products

with

Embodied in Peyne tariff sot.

Philippines.

of

Development
system.

Establishment
banks.

permanent currency

Report of currency commiesion
mitted and pending.

of

Postal banke in operation.
already deposited.

postal

savings

sub-

Millions

Federal
To increase power of government to
incorporation act recom
control trusts and secure greater pub- mended, anti trust law strictly enforced,
corporation excise tax, providing for
licity of corporation methods.
publieity impoeed by Payne tariff ad

National supervision
stocks and bend issues.

railroad

of

Stocka and bonds commiesion created,

exheustive report on eubject submitted.

Enactment of employers' liability law
and other lawa further advancing interests of American workingman.

Employers' act submitted, law limitenforced,
ing hours of employment
compulsory compensation act ponding,
bureau of mines established.

To define authority of courts with regard to writ of injunction and uphold
integrity of courts.

Measure based on president's recommendation pending, Arizona recall provision vetoed.

)

lf

Rural free delivery extended.

Extension of rural free delivery.
aid in agricultural

More federal

periments.

ex-

Operations of agricultural
ment vastly enlarged.

depart-

Enforcement of fourteenth, fifteenth
and sixteenth emendmente to the con-

Strictly enforced. Sixteenth adopted
by congress, submitting income tax

Conservation of natural resources
and improvement of waterways.

Bond iseue for irrigation projects,
"pork barrel" method ot river and harbor appropriations aboliahed, comprehensive conservation policy adopted.

To maintain and promote Amerioan
army and navy.

Army reorganized, maneuvers
gave it mobility, two battloehip

stitution.

1

Liberal pensions for war veterans.
of

eitissna

Amerioan

that
pro-

China opened to Amerioan finance,
increased commerce with all the world.

Expansion of foreign commerce.

Protection
abroad.

amendment to the states.

gram submitted.

Pension roll liberally maintained.
Russian treaty abrogated because of
discrimination against Amerioan citizens.

Obodience to and maintenance of oivil

Lawa obeyed to the letter and enforced, extensions put in effect and
others recommended.

Greater efficiency in publio health

Bureau of health recommended,
food laws enforced.

service lawa.

agencies.

pure

An-

i

r,

z

S.S.S

CURES
BLOOD POISON

--

o

o

New Mexico and Arizona admitted.

iens.
Exteneion of prinoiple of arbitration.

Citizenship for Porto Rioane.
or more defendants.
Eight out of twelve defendants were
convicted on one indictment after trial
by Jury and their conviction confirmed
by the court of appeals, and thirteen
criminal prosecutions are pending.
A brief review of the cases brought
under tbe anti-trulaw during the administration demonstrates clearly its
value to tbe American people In their
protection of that equality of opportunity which is declared by the platform
of the Republican party to be the right
of every citizen.
t
Reference to a few of the
cases brought by the Taft administration gives an excellent idea of the hardships some of these illegal combinations entail upon consumers In the
prosecution of a case against a number
of individuals who attempted to corner
all the free cotton remaining of tbe
crop of 1903 It resulted in a raise in
the price of that commodity to the
spinners, prevented some from making
any purchases and was therefore restraining interstate commerce
In like manner the government took
cognizance of the pooling In the wire
industry, with the result that nine Indictments were found in New York
persons engaged
against eighty-thre- e
in that business. It was an illegal restraint of trade, and when tbe court
proceedings had been finished the various defendants were fined in amounts
averaging $1,000 each, with the exception of the supervisor of the pool, who
was fined $45,000.
One of the most outrageous cases of
combination in restraint of trade and
a notable violation of tbe Sherman law
was that of the hand blown window
glass Industry. Practically all of the
manufacturers (eighty-thre- e
in number) formed a company which controlled the entire output of hand blown
glass. As a result the price was advanced 100 per cent within less than a
year. The Indictment of the men responsible, the imposition of fines and
the restoration of the business upon its
former lines were followed by a sub
stantlal reduction in the price of hand
volved

eighty

st

anti-trus-

blown glass.

The federal government Is prosecuting suits against the beef trust and the
lumber trust with every promise of
victory.
No Brass Band.

Brass bands and megaphones hare
not been needed to herald the accom
plishments of tbe administration ot
President Taft
All of the great
achievements for which the president
Is directly responsible have been ac
compllshed quietly and without the
slightest semblance of noise or blaster
The voters of the country displayed
their faith In President Taft and his
policies In 1906. and tbey are prepared
to renominate and
aim.

Arbitration treaties with Great

ain and Francs
with amendments.

rf3eiatsd,

Measure ponding.

Brit-

ratified

'"

o

Deserves Another Term.

Representative

.1.

Hampton

Moore,

who Is well known In many different
sections of the country on account of
his active Interest In waterway Improvements, In discussing the adminis-

tration of President Taft has this to
say:
"President Taft ought to be renom
inated and elected because be stands
for stability He should be nominated
because it has been generally conceded
by Republicans since tbe first day he
entered the office that the same treatment would be accorded him with respect to a second term that is usually
accorded to Republican presidents who
have done well. There is no good
party excuse for not nominating him.
He should be elected because, while
not a political president In the sense
that he has played politics to the satisfaction of all elements of his party, he
has In fact been a broad gauge presi
dent, conservative In all matters affecting tbe dignity of the office and the
obligations assumed by him to sustain
and uphold the constitution and the
laws of this country."
Taft's Efforta For Peaoe.
Honesty of Intention, stability of
purpose and a firm faith In the prin
ciples of the party of Lincoln, Grant
and McKinley are some of the characteristics of President Taft Familiar
with the horrors of war, as well as
the enormous expense that it always
entails, Independent of the vast ex
penditures required to keep a great
nation upon a constant war footing,
tbe president has persistently sought
to promote a worldwide peace of na
tions by International agreement Any
failure of accomplishment In further
ing this worthy cause cannot be charg
ed to the president

DELEGATES

FOR TAFT.

On Saturday, March 23, 1912.
the number of delegates elected
to the Republican national convention pledged to President Taft

were aa follows:
Alabama
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Miaaouri
New Mexico
Oklahoma

Philippines
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia

Total
Necessary for choioe.
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it Is generally believed there have
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Rising at St. Louis.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
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Phone Main 344.
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AND
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Attractive Tailored Suits,
Street and House Dresses, Evening Gowns

$4.SO to $40.00
The Newest Style Creations in Footwear
$2.75 to $5.00

BACHARACITS

CAS VEUAS DAILY OPTIC,

KELLY RESIDENCE

PERSONALS

The PrescriptioDisl

CAN GUARANTg

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Oar responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Phoue Main b

JUST

RECEIVED

ness.
John Pugh came In last night from
his ranch near Wagon Mound on business
Albert Stern, formerly of this city,
came In this afternoon from his home
in Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Goke re
turned last night from their bridal
trip to California.
Louis Ilfeld of Albuquerque was lo
Las Vegas yesterday
visiting his
brother, Charles Ilfeld.
Attorney W. G. Haydon returned
Saturday night from a short business
trip to Clayton and Trinidad.
William Comstock, dry farmer and
land man, left yesterday
afternoon
for Newton, Kan., on business.
Marlon Barker went to Wagon
Mound this afternoon and will be
there several days on business.
J. A. Conley, Santa Pe master mechanic, was In Las Vegas Saturday
night ana yesterday on business
Miss Mable Nash and Miss Julian
Prepps came in this afternoon from
Valmora for a short visit in Las Vegas.
F. Blackburn, stenographer
of
Gross Kellly and company, wil leave
tomorrow afternoon on a trip to Kansas City.
Herbert W. Clark, secretary of the
A.

Another line of new and

te

Ladies Coats, Suits,
and Dresses in serge, pongee, messaline, tissue, lawn
and gingham, in all the
leading colors and white.

Don't fail to look at our line
elsewhere.

before purchasing

4

4

4.

HOFFMAN AND

4. 4

4

GRAUBARTH

The Popular Price Store.

Phone Main 104.

republican state central committee,
returned yesterday afternoon from
Santa Fe.
Miss Emma Tarn me returned yesterday from Raton where she had
spent the past week visltng her sister, Mrs. H. E. Fell.
Mrs. R. H. Strawbrldge
arrived
Saturday night from her home in
Florence, Colo., .for a visit with her
daughter, Mrs. Rufus Meade.
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten came
in Saturday night from their home in
Raton for a sort vilst with Mrs. van
Horrteri's parnts, Mr. and Mrs.
Chrts-Wiegan-

George Tripp, a member of the
house of representatives, was in Las
Yesras Saturday and Sunday, return
ing to Santa Fe yetserday afternoon
on train No. 1.
H. C. F. Baggprly, representing the

PIcard Studio of Ravenswood, Chlca
go, was in Las Vegas Saturday and
yesterday visiting the local agent for
tjie PIcard china.
Good Roads Engineer W. R. Smythe
and Ted Hayward, foreman of the
convict road camp in the Gallinas
canyon, went on a trip south of here
this morning for the purpose of in
specting the roads
Ellas Garcia, sheriff of Rio Arribo
county, came In Saturday night from
his home with Candelanta M. San
SHORT ORDERS
chez, a patient for the New Mexico
and
Hospital for the Insane, In his cus
REGULAR DINNERS
Luis Sanchez, son of Mrs.
tody.
Sanchez, accompanied them to Las
AEPNER& BARNES, Props.
Vegas and left this morning for Mora,
E. A. Gordon of Boston and a party
of friends will pass through Las Ve
gas Thursday afternoon in the special
car "Mayflower," en route from the
LIFE INSURANCE MEN
east to Log Angeles. C. M. Hall and
The National Life U. S. A., is mak- several friends In charge of B-- W.
ing the most liberal commission con- H. Hodge will pass through Las Vetract on the ;narket; exclusive terri- gas Friday night on the car "Olym-pla.-"
tory to producers; our new policies
en route from Los Angeles to
cannot be equaled. Address Lewis B. their home In Niagara Falls.
Seward, State Manager, Tree Pledras,
N M.

Cafe De Luxe
The Best

WHO FOR SENATOR?
Public Meeting.
pubThere will be a
A

Non-Partis-

n

lic meeting at the city hall tonight,
April S, to arrange for a petition to
the legislature to take a vote of the
people as to who shall be United
States senator to succeed Judge Fail.
Everybody invited.
COMMITTEE.

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never he used
except on prescriptions from reputable Physicians as the damage they
will do;1s ten fold to the good you
can posfeibly derive from them. Hall's
Carta rrh Cure, manufactured hy F.
con.T.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.,
tains no mercurv. and Is taken Internally, acting directly upon the
the
"blood and mucous surfaces of
Hall's Catarrh
system. In buying
Cure be sura you get tihe genuine.To-It
is taken Internally and made In
ledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold hy Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

HERALD MAKES GUESS
El Paso, Texas, April 8. The El

says fyoday that the
prize fight will be held
either in Las Vegas, N. M., or Juarez,
Mexico. Promoter Jack Curley has
been here several days, but has returned to Las Vegas. It is learnd positively, says the Herald, that Ijis Vegas is first choice and if balked there,
the promoter will hold the fight in the
bull ring in Juarez, having already
relcevd tentative permission for the
Paso Herald

Flynn-Johnso-

n

fight.
MINERS HOLD CONFERENCE.
Kansas City, Mo April 8. A joint
conference of representatives of the
coal miners and mine owners of the

southwest, in an effort to negotiate
contract
a renewal of their two-yea-r
that expired April 1, began here today. Local working conditions were
given special attention. Districts 14,
21 and 25, comprising the states of
Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas and Ar
kansas were represented at the con
ference, which was executive. The
mines In these states employ about
30.000 men.
DEMOCRATS

GETTING

BUSY

The democrats are championing
warmly the proposal of Bull Andrews
for a preferential primary for the
election of United States senators.
For what reason? That's easy; be
cause they believe that they can
sell
make an attempt to elect Felix Mar$3,200.
to the senate. New Mexico
THE INVESTMENT AND AGENCY tinez
wW either Martinez or Andrews,
CORPORATION.
either Martinez or Andrews.
Real Estate Loans Insurance

ANOTHER HOME FOR SALE
m
AT A SACRIFICE
6
and
rooms
No. 1016 Fifth street,
chicken
3
barn,
lots, good
bath.
to
houses and garage. Owner wants
take
will
and
before leaving city

FIRE

Housewife "My poor poor, man.
You say you feel insanity settling on
you every night?" Hobo "Yes, mum.
a crazy
You see, I sleep under
quilt."

If your glasses annoy you call on

TAUPERT

Manufacturing Optician.
606 DOUGLAS AVE.

The power behind the dough must be quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and wholtsome. K C Baking Powder is the scientific combination of ah these desirable qualities. Hundreds of thousands
a pleas
of good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
ure, and we ask you for your own sake to try K C Baking
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
laws. Your grocer will return vour money if you are

It

not pleased.

will solve

;

our

bake-da-

problems,

y

DH HOUF

Graduate Oculist
AND

Optician

2T

How to get the Cook's Book Free
The KC Cook's Book, containing 90 tested,
easih-mad- e

receipt

e

My

Work is

nt

Guaranteed

e.

My

recites, sent free upon
certificate packed in tiie25-ceena u today.
can.

of the colored

OFFICE 506$ GRAND AVENUE.

Mfg. Co..

SICK PRISONER MAKES
ESCAPE FROM JAIL

BAKING SCHOOL

"I hear Maybelle 1b going to get a
divorce from that photographer."
"Yes, and she has good grounds, too.
He spends all his time flattering oth
er women."

AND

LECTURES

MAKES
JOHN
RYAN, BURGLAR,
d
A woman's idea of being
EXIT FROM COUNTY LOCKUP
another
to
that
ed
is
probably
say
THROUGH ROOF"
Emulating the example of J. H. Car- jwouldn't stain her hair if she didn't
roll, who carved his way out of the have to.
fair-min-

LIBRARY ASSOCIATION.
"Dolly fixes her hair frightfully.
Toronto, Ont, April 3. Libraries
Why, it's a perfect burlesque!" "I
think so, too. Any one can see it Is and the work of librarians will be
take-off.- "

annoyance and dissatisfaction.
We makea study of yout comfort.

the dough

John
city lockup Saturday night,
Ryan, a prisoner at the county jail,
last night escaped by cutting a hole
CUTLER BROTHERS.
the roof and lowering himself
through
Fire Insurance.
to the ground on a slender wire. Be
WILL HAVE ANOTHER ELECTION. fore making his getaway Ryan made
The May dance at the Armory a dummy of bed clothing and articles
In his
Wednesday, May 1, will be one of the of underwear, which he placed
most enjoyable and sociable affairs bed. The effect was so realistic that
this
ever given in Las Vegas. It will be the jailors, seeing the effigy
had overslep
Ryan
thought
morning,
one
of
the most popular
graced by
When the bed was found to be
young ladies of the city as its May
a search ot the jail was made.
empty
queen. Who will she be? That re
a small hole In the tin
This
revealed
mains to be seen. The May queen
corner of the
at
northeast
roof
the
will be chosen by popular vote from
On the ground immediately
building.
the list below. You can secure your
below this corner was found two heel
ballots at any of the popular stores
A wire depended nearly to
In Las Vegas and deposit them in the prints.
the surface of the earth. Deputy sherboxes at Murphey's drug store, Schaf-fer'- s
iffs made a search of the surround
drug store, at the Center block, ing country but were unable to find
Depot Drug company, Stapp's drug the
slightest trace of Ryan. Sheriff
store and Winter's, where the boxes Roman
Galegos and Chief Deputy Fe
will be conveniently placed. Just
lipe Lopez have sent messages to ofwrite the name of your favorite lady ficers in Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
on the ballot and place it in the box.
Springer and other cities asking that
The results will be published every the escaped prisoner be arrested. The
Wednesday and Saturday in The mesages contained a complete deOptic.
scription of Ryan and it Is thought h.j
Remember, this contest is open to will be arrested.
everyone, and If you have any new
Ryan was arrested last December
candidates to offer send the names on a charge of having robbed the
to the "May Queen Contest, 718 Co room of A. C. Hepner on Railroad
lumbia avenue. The contest will close avenue and the apartments of a guest
Monday, April 29, at 6 p. m., so cast of the El Dorado hotel. When ar
your votes early. Write the names raigned before Justice D. R. Murray
in full. The girl who gets the most he pleaded guilty and was bound
votes wins. She will be treated with over to the grand jury. After several
all the honor and pomp of a May week's confinement Ryan became ill
queen.
Every one of these young and upon the advice of Dr. E. B.
ladies are popular In this city and Shaw, who examined the man, he was
from present Indications the election given permission to sleep In one of
the large rooms on the upper floor of
will be a spirited one.
The following popular girls are can the Jail. The doctor stated that Rydidates for May queen: The Misses an's health would continue to fall if
Marguerite Cluxton, Dottie HHoskins, he were confined In a cell.
The possibilities of escape from the
Lorna Johnson, Gertie Kohn, Louise
room looked good to Ryan and
upper
Nahm,
Helen
Mann,
Marie
Lowry,
Shaw. it Is presumed he laid his plans care
Marjorle
Sadie O'Byrne,
1
Emma Tamme, Ruth Winters, Hazel fully. Early this morning, after
when
the jailors
Webb, Jane Ward, Phebe Hart and o'clock, the hour
made their last tour of inspection,
Gladys Gibson.
Ryan left his bed and crawled into
an adjoining attic. Closing the door
GOVERNMENT "STUCK."
behind him he was able to work with
Washington, April 8. For the use little fear of detection, as the dum"De
gas
Bange
of the patented
my in the bed could be depended upcheck" on Its cannon in the army and on to deceive the officers. A numnavy, the United States government ber of old tools were in the attic and
was today held liable by the supreme the man found no
difficulty in sawcourt to pay $136,000 to the owner or ing his way through the roof.
the French invention.
Ryan's escape was one of the most
It is said such a device ia indispen clever in the annals of jail deliveries
sable in breach loading guns hermet- In New Mexico. Competent medical
ically to seal the breach at the in authorities state that he is In a sestant of explosion so as to cut off the rious condition physically. This may
escape of gases to the rear.
result in his capture; it certainly was
highly instrumental in his escape, as
Belle "She's In the social whirl, had the officers not been humane
Isn't she?" Delle "Oh, my, yes. You enough to allow him freedom from
know she Is a Daughter of the Revo- confinement In a cell, he would have
been unable to make his getaway.
lution."

a
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ADOBE BUILDING ON RAILROAD
AVENUE MADE ONE OF HOTTEST FIRES IN MONTHS

Pire last evening totally destroyed
the residence of Charles Kelly, 816
Railroad avenue. The structure, an
adobe with a metal roof, made one of
the hottest small fires and the hardest conflagration to combat that the
fire departments have had to cope
with In some time. The metal roof
confined the flames within the building and the interior was a seething
furnace when the firemen arrived. A
report was current on the street for a
time that two of the Kelly children
had been caught In the building and
urned to death.
This paused some excitement, but
Mr. Keity, upon his arrival from one
of the picture shows, announced that
the children had accompanied himself
and Mrs. Kelly to the show. The total loss is about $1,100. Mr. Kelly is
not able to make an exact estimate. There was about $700 Insurance on the house and furniture. It
Is supposed the fire was started from
a defective flue. The East Ia Vegas and E. Romero fire departments
both responded to the alarm and did
effective work.
The East side department was railed out yesterday afternoon by an
alarm from the Cafe de Luxe. Employes of the place, however, choked
out an incipient blaze with an overcoat. The total loss was confined to
the overcoat. The damage
is the
more severe, however, on account of
the continued cold weather, as the
owner of the coat, Al Ray, will tes
tify.

your OPTICAL work k
dont at homcyou save tune,
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DESTROYED BY

R. M. Roarer went to Hand's ranch
at Los Alamos this morning on busi-
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exhaustively discussed at the twelfth
annual convention of the Ontario Library association, which will meet in
this city tomorrow. The session
will continue two dayB and will be
n
participated in by a number of
library experts.
well-know-

Will be

The Coor's Building
Corner Sixth A Lincoln

Inok a srood while before
hotter medicine for couehs
and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
it not oniy gives reiiei
Remedy,
it cures. Try it when you have a
cough or cold, and you are certain
to be pleased with tne prompt cure
u or sate Dy an
which It will effect,
dealers.
Vsyii will
flnH a.

vmi

ON
TUESDAY,
APRIL

"My little son had a very severe
to try
cold. I was recommended

ROYAL ARCANUM OF IOWA
Keokuk, la, April 8. Elaborate pre-

parations have been completed for the
reception and entertainment of the
Iowa grand council of the Royal Arcanum, which, will convene in this
ancity tomorrow for its twenty-firs- t
nual session. The meeting will be
attended by delegates from all parts
of the state.

- 1ITH.

10TR,

DING

COOK'S

TRY AN AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
I

9TR,

Remember,

Don't be surprised if you have an
attack of rheumatism this spring.
Just rub the affected partis freely
with Chamberlain's Liniment and It
will soon
disappear. Sold by all
dealers.

m

-

& THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

Id these days of Pure Food Agitation, and considering the
high cost of living it is interesting to know that Quality is not
always indicated by the highest Price. The problems of the
high Cost of living will be answered in a practical and instructive way at these schools. There will be no charge whatever.
You are cordially invited to come and bring your friends, have
a good time, learn some good things and have some good tilings
to eat. A full size Cake given absolutely free each afternoon
to the Lady Holding the Lucky number.

Chamberlain's Coueh Remedy, and
before a small bottle was finished he
was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
Street, Sydney,
Silks, 29 Dowling
Australia This remedy is for sale
by all dealers.

your irninMt Tor a
ItrsMclyVX
llmni,i
Uold inMallicW
boxes.
Blue Ribbon. T
BP BJ Take no other. Bwy of
DIAMOND Jiit AND PILLS, for S3
known as

mm

Held in

WAIT COLUMNS"

I
Keel and
sealed with

in

Best, Safsst, Always Reliable
year
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

O0MMI

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

I
J. M. CUNNINQHAn,
(.RANK SPRINUER.

W

I-- I

JW

Wm

w

rB

9 Wm wW m

President

Ml

NOSKINS,

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

Haydon

H. W. Kelly
D, T.

Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposis

Cashier.
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Management

of Stripes

STUFFED

VIQA

PIGEONS

Most Important Item Is the Stuffing,
Follow These Direction and Suc-

cess la Certain.
Take two pigeons, cleaned and
singed, and prepare the following stufA soupspoon of butter, three
fing:
soups poonfuls of lean bacon; the livers of the pigeons, chopped up; three
tablespoon fula of bread crumbs, white
and fresh; half a soupspoonful of
of
chopped onion, a coffeespoonful
chopped parsley, salt, pepper, spice

and two yolks of eggs.
Melt the butter in a saucepan, add
the onion, let it cook gently six to
eight minutes and then add the bacon.
As soon as this is slightly heated, add
the pigeon's livers and, if possible,
iwo or three chickens' livers, the
hread crumbs, the chopped parsley,
salt, pepper and yolks of eggs. Stuff
the pigeons, tie them up with the
Feet turned in, and cook them in a

saucepan

30

to

35

minutes at a

gen-

At the moment of serving,
untie the pigeons, put them back in
the saucepan, with several soupspoon-ful- s
of good gravy or simply hot water. Qlve them several seconds' boiling so that the gravy and the cooking butter may be well mixed.
tle fire.

BEST

li la the management of stripe used as a trimming than as an entire
the artist In apparel has the covering for bats.

ITthat
beat

simplifying the
clothes problem nowadays by including in their wardrobe one plain tailored suit cut oa mannish lines and
devoid of any suggestion of trimming.
So many occasions arise when Just
such a salt is the only appropriate
thing to wear If one would not only
look smart, hat feel perfectly comfortable as well, that few women can
forego the comfort of it.
The new materials are indescribably handsome in themselves this
striped
spring. Take the hair-lin- e
worsteds, for instance, in the various
shades of plum, navy-blupurple, and
gray combined with black. These materials tailor perfectly and lend themselves so well to the new vogue of
trimming with bands of
set on contrariwise that they are
counted as ultra-smar- t
Harper's Bazar.
Many women are

It would be difficult to estimate the

FOR SMALL GIRL

I

School Frocks for Girls.
The young girl's simple frock for
school wear Is made of light weight
wool material or of the serviceable
mohair, and designs are most simple with smartness added in the way
of plain satin or silk pipings, bands or
collars and rows of small buttons.
Buttons always give a smart and
dashing look when used plentifully,
and dozens of tiny metal buttons, set
in rows, are used for the brightening
of little girl's dresses. Soft sashes of
satin or chiffon, weighted with fringe,
are also used on the models designed
for young misses in their teens, and
these sashes lend a graceful and
charming touch. Skirts are usually in
tunic style, or with band trimmings
that suggest the tunic, and bodices
cross over in surplice fashion, fas
tening with cord loops or fancy buttons. These dark school frocks are
made dainty and girlish by the addition of narrow, hand embroidered collar and cuff sets.
Richelieu Embroidery.

Richelieu embroidery is a style of
work where the figures forming the
design are outlined with buttonhole
stitch.
The material inside the outline is
scisthen cut away with
sors and the empty space is filled in
with buttonhole bars, bridges or other fancy stitches.
It is an elaborate form of Roman
embroidery and is sometimes called
"cut work." It is very durable and
exceedingly handsome. Alliance embroidery in a combination of shadow
work and eyelet embroidery in the
same design. This alliance of two
kinds of embroidery is often used on
gowns and hats.
sharp-pointe-

Laced-Edge-

Soft woollen

materials, cashmere,
may be made up

aatin or Shantung,

In this style.
The bodice has pieces laid over the
shoulders, which are arranged in
cross-ove- r
effect; they are edged with
braiding, which is continued down
each side of front of skirt
The sleeves and front are finely
tucked and trimmed with braiding.
Material required: 3 yards 44
inches wide.

CAKE

Recipe That Has Been Tried and Proven and Will Assure Success
If Followed.

One pound flour, browned and sifted; one pound butter, one pound
sugar, 12 eggs, four pounds raisins, one
pound citron, one pound crystallized
cherries and pineapple mixed, one
pound almonds cut fine and soaked
over night in rosewater, one pound
pecan meats cut small, 'one glass grape
jelly, half glass good cordial, one glass
best whisky or brandy, tablespoon
each powdered allspice, cinnamon and
nutmeg and teaspoon powdered cloves.
Soak all the fruit 12 hours In the whisky, Cream together butter and sugar,
add to them egg yolks beaten very
light, then the cordial, spices and
jelly. Put in next two teaspoons
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
melted chocolate, next add the whites
of eggs beaten stiff and part of flour.
Roll the fruit in the rest of the flour
ALWAYS ONE TAILORED SUIT and add to the mixture. Put in nuts
last of all. Bake several hours, keepIts Presence In Wardrobe Simplifies ing a vessel of water in the ovea until
almost done.
Immensely the Question of Appropriate Dress.

Worth Has Been Primarily Responsible for the Great Popularity
Accorded This Faahlon.

DRESS

FRUIT

A fine

OF THE RHINESTONE

amount of money put Into German
rhlnestones for this season's use oa
Kowns. Worth was a leader la the
lavish display of these crystals during
ptember In Parts, and the Amerl- as have not only brought back
wns that are heavy with these gllt-i- g
atones, but the manufacturers
vo brought back ornaments In most
riious shapes made of the 8 trass
t nes and ask a high price for them.
There are bowknots made entirely
o the, stones, with danglers from the
dges; these are applied to the front
of a bodice and sometimes they catch
the drapery at the left knee. The
ehort sleeves are made entirely of the
Ft or.es strung on supple thread; girdles, wlnga and medallions are built up
of them ready to put at any spot
where they will do the most good.
Fringes of rhlnestones, which are most
expensive, are pretty at the edges of
bodices and sleeves, and short panels
of them are used for the skirt and the
back of bodices.
necklaces of rhlnestones
set in silver are sold by the yard to
outline the edge of the decolletage,
and unless you have seen this you
cannot image how attractive it is under the
decolletage.

ALL

exception to this rule is
shown In the hat of black and white
striped silk, faced with black velvet,
pictured here. The handsome fancy
feather carries out the idea of stripes
with the monotony destroyed by a
mottled white stripe and a base of
pure white marabout. The hat is an
exquisite piece of millinery art.
In the second hat pictured a black
crown and white brim are finished
with a made quill of white velvet
striped with black soutache braid.
Either of these hats may be worn
with almost any sort of gown and
upon almost any occasion.
They are
both smart and practical.

opportunity to show the value
of Ingenuity. Stripes will make up
Into the most ordinary or the most
striking effects. When not well
matched and given the right direction, they are a detriment to the outlines of the figure, but may be so used
as to improve It.
la millinery, striped materials are
mainly used for attaining brilliant effects. They axe therefore most effective In black and white or other
strong contrasts. They look best on
fumes with rather severe outlines
and high bows of striped ribbons are
therefore much used on plain felt or
velvet covered hats. As a rule striped materials are more successfully
SEASON

OF

d

d

Doilies.

In making a set of round doilies for
gifts one woman made the discovery
that by stitching narrow hems in the
edges with a rather long machine
stitch she could very easily crochet
linen thread lace on the edges, catching a loop of the linen thread in each
machine stitch.
A simple wreath of scattered daisies and leaves was embroidered on
each linen circle, then a two-incedge
of lace, resembling torchon, was crocheted about the edge of each. The
effect is wonderfully good. The work
is easily done, making a charming
let for gifts.

Pecan Salad.
A tasty variation of the pecan salad,
where the nuts are molded In lemon
Jelly, is the following with walnuts:
Four cucumbers are sliced and covered, not more, with Water. Add a
slice of onion minced fine, salt, cay-

enne and a little lemon juice. Simmer all for fire minutes, add a small
tablespoonful of gelatin and cool.
When it has cooled add a cup of English walnuts and put all on the ice
to harden. To serve the salad have
ready a bed of white lettuce leaves,
break the jellied nuts In small pieces
and place a portion on each little nest
of hearts. Add a stiff mayonnaise and
it is ready to serve. This salad requires rather careful adjustment on
the dish, as it must not look "scrambled."
Ironing Hint.
All hand embroidery should be ironed wrong side out over folded thick

material. The nicest thing for the
purpose is a piece of white homespun
flannel; those who possess It are fortunate indeed. White outing flannel
folded so it is of several thicknesses
makes a good substitute for the modern housekeeper. It Is also well to
lay a piece of old muslin over the
wrong side of the article, as the irons,
which never should be very hot,
sometimes soil or scratch the work,
which must be pressed slowly.
Apple Sauce Baked In Casserole.
I had a casserole for a wedding
present, and could not do without it,
am sure. Often I bake beans In
It, but more often apple sauce (for
meats) which we like better than
cooking on top of the stove. Cut the
apples in quarters, then put in a
buttered casserole and cook until you
can pierce them. Then take out and
sprinkle as much sugar over them as
you like, which will melt and run
through the hot apples. Boston
Globe.

Lemon Jelly Cake.
Two cups of sugar,
f
cup butter, one cup sweet milk, three cups
flour, three eggs, three tablespoons! wi
baking powder. Jelly part: One lemon, grated, one cup white sugar, our
egg, one tablespoonful butter, beat together and boil three minutes.
one-hal-
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TORN WITH STRIFE

NEW RAILWAY EXTENSION.
Knowles, N. M., April 8. Advices

received yesterday from Pecos state
that president Carville and party of
the Pecos Valley Southern would
leave that point by auto for Knowles
within the nextj few days ror the purpose of inspecting the route to be
traveled by1 the proposed extension of
the line from Pecos via this point to
Texas and the northeast.
As a consequence of Mr. Carville's
proposed visit, the local Commercial
club is now engaged in rounding up
the money and land bonus which IS
to be awarded to the line should Us
promoters decide to bring it through
the Knowles country.
The bonus will be taken from ten
miles in each direction and in all
probability will be of flattering proportions.
This country Is keen for the roal
and the people here are keeping
posted on about what is doing In that
line.
The government land in this section is rapidly being taken up by a
good class of homesteaders and nu
merous irrigation plants capable of
alwatering from ten to 100 acres are
ready in operation.
A supply of water suitable for irri
at a
gation purposes is reached here
to
seventy feet
depth of from fifty
holder
land
and practically every
here who has the means or can arrange the method has either Installed
or preparing to install a pumpiug
plant.
irriAmong the enterprises which
a
is
cann'ng
forth
has
brought
gation
ma
factory of 150 case capacity, the
orbeen
has
already
chinery of which
will
is
it
expected,
and
which,
dered
be in operation this season.

Cider Sauce.
Mix two tablespoons of butter with
an even tablespoon of flour; stir in
f
f
pint of brown sugar and
gill of boiled cider; add a gill of
boiling water. Mix well, let it aim
mer a few minutes. Serve hot.
one-hal-
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Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at Woodcorman hall. Visiting Brothers
dially Invited to attend. A. M.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward. Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
MA 80 NS Regular convoca-mARCH
tlon first Monday In each

m

month at Masonic Tenv
pis, at 7:80 p. m. M. R.
William, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

M

17

yvfl
Warn

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN 2.

Wanted
WANTED

Dining

room

girl.

Railroad.

403

RAN8P0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meet first and third Fridays In Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp.
Phone Main 329, 120
Secretary.
Grand avenua

4.

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has pbusi,
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER A HUNKER
Chester A. Hunk
Attorney at Law.

Geo. H. Hunker

to prepare for firemen and
NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
Drakemen; $76 to S100 monthly; EL
New Mex- Las Vegas.
PYTHIAS
OF
Meet
KNIGHTS
experience unnecessary, positions
every Monday evenow open; state age and
weight
PHYSICIANS
in Castle Hall.
ning
Railway Bureau, East St Louis, 111.
ST oaanv S Visiting Knights are
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.
Invited.
cordially
WANTED
Girl for general house
Physician and Surgeon
Uebsoh-nler- ,
B.
Chas.
work. 1013 Fourth street.
I
treat
all kinds of diseases, but
Cha a e e 1 1 o r
a
of eye, ear, nose an
make
specialty
VsTSMflnsW
Commander. Harry
HELP WANTED-A- t
Phoenix ranch,
and the fitting of glasses.
throat,
of
Martin,
Keeper
at once. Experienced man and
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Records and Seal.
wife.
Vegas 342.
506
Office:
Grand Avenue.
WANTED First class
seamstress.
705 Sixth Street
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
FRATERNAL
Inquire 902 Third street
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
LOCAL TIME CAKD
WANTED Young woman who has
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
experience in bookkeeping. Send
cordially welcome. B. B. Gehring,
EA8T BOUND
correspondence care Box 548 Las president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
Arrive
Vegas, N. M.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
9:16 p. a.
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
MEN

yes

No. 4.... 11:06 p m.
family. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
545, No. 8
1:16 a. m
wiuun walking distance of 900
I. O. of B B. Meets
every first, No. 10
1:45 p. m.
block on Fourth street S., Optic.
of the month in the

WANTED

Board in private

for Rests
FOR RENT Best potato ranch in
county. Ideal health resort. Good
fishing and hunting. S. L. Barker,
Beulah, N. M.

vestry
Tuesday
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited
Charles Greenclay, Sec
President;
rotary.

I. O.

O.

P,

LA8 VEGA8 LODGE NO.

Meets every Monday evening at
their ha'l on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially invited to attend. J . D. Frldenstine, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

FOR RENT

Chicken ranch,
cottage, partly furnished, cheap.
Eighth street.

417

FOR RENT Two
room furnished
921 Lincoln avenue.
house.
FOR RENT
1108

Three furnished rooms.
Douglas avenue.

FURNISHED rooms for rent; modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy's, 910
Fourth street

ELK8 Meets second a
fourth Tuesday evening of
at O. R. C. hall. Vlsiti
brothers are cordially invited. Golf. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeeping, bath and toilet Call at Optic.

For Sale
FOR SALE

Belgian hares, caU at
National. Willie Goke.
2t

905

EGGS for

hatching. U. R. Fishel
white Plymouth Rocks and

strain
Thompson strain barred rocks $1.00
for 15. Barnes, 1018 Twelfth Btreet

Lomt
LOST Pair of gold bowed spectacles
In case; case has name of R. W.
Cummins, Bendura, Cal., stamped
on outside. Suitable reward If returned to Miss Christy, freight depot.

Boston terrier, wearing col
lar with name "Dan Kelly, owner,"
on plate. Finder return to Optic

LOST

office and receive reward.

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

11:10 p. nv
1:25 a. s
2:10 p.

WEST BOUND
1:46
1:20 p. m.

a

m
4:40 p. m
6:36 p. m
6:10

p. m
6:15 p. m
4:50 p. ft
7:00 p. m

WHY HE WAS LATE
"What made you so late?"
"I met Smithson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
should be an hour late getting home
to supper."
"I know, but I asked him how he
was feeling, and he insisted on telling me about his stomach, trouble."
"Did you tell him to take Chamberlain's Tablets?"
"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
by all dealers.
For rheumatism you will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Try it and see how quickly
it gives relief. For sale by all

RETAIL PRICES
tMS

lbs.

LOSS lbs.

er
to

Mora,

an per
tSs per
Me per
40 per
50 par

tack Delivery

MOO lb-- ,
200 lb, t 1,000 itoa,
lbs. to 200 lbs,

Cash Delivery
Eaot

Delivery

lash Delivery

Las Than 50 lb., Each Delivery

100 In.
100 lbs.
100 lbs-O100 Iba
100 Iba

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejjpeople to whom among al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth moot.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newipaper-r-anwould never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
d

one-hal-

Mince Pie With Edam Cheese.
Grate Edam cheese very thickly' all
over top of a cold baked mince pie.
Put pie in oven until cheese is quite
soft and the pie well heated. This
gives mince pie the flavor liked and
always wanted afterward.

t

HANDLED

F. A KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
. .NO. 804.
Meet second and fonts
muni cation first and
Thursday in O. ft. C. hall. PI ansa
building Visiting members are oar
third Thursday in eaaa
dlaily invited. W. R. Tipton, G. M--i
month. Visiting broth-eE. P. Mackrl, F. S.
cordially Invited.
O.
N.
Herman, W. M.; B. R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet In the forest of broth art
love
at Woodmen of the Wort
NO.
LAS VEGA 8 COMMANDERY,
2,
hall, on Uu.- becond and fourth FriRegKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
it
w uiar conclave siicoayt Tues-- day of each month at 8 p. m. C. CU
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Wd
Sasaw day in each month at Ma
lag neighbors are especially we)
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
come and cordially Invited
ReBoucher, S. C; Chaa Tamme,
LODGE

cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary word to a Una.
w
No ad to occupy less
space than two
line. All advertisement
charged
will be booked at space
actually set,
witnout regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
Five

Don't be surprised if you have an FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
attack of rheumatism this spring.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
freely
Just nib the affected parts and
filled til) July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevit
Liniment
with Chamberlain's
all
ens,
Sold
Humboldt, Kan.
by
will soon
disappear.
dealers.

How to Prepare Lime Water.
Qet a piece of stone lime or unslaked lime, about as large as an
English walnut, pitt Into two quarts cf
cold water, stir until dissolved, , then
let it settle and pour off the clear water into bottles to keep. Will keep
until used up.

BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN

RATES

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

WANT
r

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

THE

CERTAIN
FACTIONS
REFUSE TO
ACCEP TRECOMMENDATION
TO RETURN TO WORK.

London, April 8. Tha Miners' Federation today accepted the recommendation of the executive committee
that the men should resume work as
the result of the recent ballot and the
miners will be ordered to return to
the pits forthwith. There was further accession to the numoer of miners working in the collieries in various districts of the I n ted Kingdom
touay. After the Easter ho.idays it is
thought there will be an almost complete resumption of work.
The decision of the federations was
reached after a two and half hour's
controversy which was Intensely bitter, the extremists charging executive
pusillamity in recommending that the
men resume work before the district
boards had yielded to tne minors1
schedule of minimum wages.
The moderates however carried the
day, arguing that with 60,000 men already working? and with double that
number ready to resume work Monday it would be hopeless to attempt
to carry on the war. The resolution
accepting the recommendation was
carried by 440 to 125 voted and dthe
committee sent instructions ordering
the resumption of work.
Some of the extremists
threaten
that the miners in the north, who still
have plenty of funds, will break away
from the formation and refuse to resume work until the minimum wage
schedules have been granted. This
would mean, it is said, a breach in
the solidarity of the Miners' Federation which has enabled the colliers to
paralyze half the trade of the United Kingdom for the last month causing misery to millions of persons at a
cost to the colliers themselves of
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Prompt service is essential in the
ice business. We pride ourselves on
our prompt service and on the qual
ity of our ioe. Our price are reas
onable and our weights accurate.
Don't buy inferior ice when you can
get good pure ice for the same
money. Order your Ice from
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

ROYAL ARCANUM

OF IOWA

Keokuk, la., April 8. Elaborate pre
parations have been completed for the
reception and entertainment of the
Iowa grand council of the Royal Ar
canum, which will convene in this
ancity tomorrow for its twenty-firs- t
nual session. The meeting will be
attended by delegates from all parts
of the state.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

I

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.
mmwmmmmmmtmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

&

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills,
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results. $? $r

r

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

At

ways be Obtained of The Optic.

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X X

3
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIN

2.
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We Stand Back
I

Of every Article

that

we handle, as we handle

That the Makers Stand back of us.

RAfK
hIUIILI Drtull

AndDO ques,ion asked for any
Article that you have purchased
from us that don't come up to

IKE DA VIS
Grocer
1

N. B.
We are selling todays lbs. of Fancy
Colorado Potatoes for 15c

j

A SNAP

25c

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourt"
the Opera Bar.

Mrs. E. J. McWenle, who underwent
an operation several days ago. Is reStrictly fresh ranch eggs 25c per ported to be improving.
dozen at Pete Roth's meat market.
I. T. Bills of Raton came in last
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged night from his home in the Gate
In the wood.
Direct from distillery City on business.
to you. At the Lobby, of
As several of the members of the
First chance to dance after Lent. board of education will be unable to
Knights of Columbus bail, Armor attend, the regular monthly meeUng
Monday night.
of that body, which should be held
this evening, has been postponed.
The board of directors of the Las
Vegas Commercial club will meet
If the person who lost a valuable
night.
stick pin on Sixth street Sunday will
call on Mr. C. Clay at the roadmas-ter'- s
Miss Hill aa Martha Washington
office, A. T. and S. F., city and
will tell you what she did to encour- describe
their property same will be
age and help George, April 12.
returned to them.

STEARNS
GROCER

NORFOLK RACE MEETING
Norfolk, Va, April 8. With more

than 600 horses already here and others en route, the annual spring meeting of the Norfolk Racing association opened this afternoon at the
Jamestown track. The meeting will
run until April 27, which will give
the owners time to send their horses
to the Pimlico meeting which opens
two days later. A number of the
prominent metropolitan stables are
represented among the horses at the
Jamestown track, the list including
those of August Belmont, Thomas F.
Ryan and Richard F. Wilson.

April 12.
A. L. Greely, special lecturer of the
Knights Modern Woodmen of America, will be
Monday in Las Vegas tomorrow night and will
night.
lecture to the Las Vegas chapter in
the Woodmen of the World hall on
Miss Edna Gerard as Miriam will Sixth street on the new rates. The
delight all who hear hear her in her attendance of all members is
song of Triumph. Her two maids will
acompany her, Miss Elizabeth Coors
and Mamie Marsh, April 12.
Wallie
brother of Ted Long,
Best music lu the city a.
of Columbus dance, Armory,

proprietor of Long's buffet, died Sat
urday night in Kansas City after a
long illness. Mr. Long was 42 yearB
of age and is survived by one broth
er and two sons, one Will Long of
this city and the other Lloyd Long,
who is In Dallas, Tex. Mr. Long had
come to Las Vegas on two occasions
The Ladies' League of the First for his health. He went to Kansas
Presbyterian church will meet Tues- City from here last November. The
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with burial will occur In Kansas City.
Mrs. J. H. Stearns at her home, 921
Fifth street. A large attendance is
t
The
pathfinder car of
desired.
the Los Angeles Examiner is expected
to arrive in Las Vegas the middle
President Miller of the Chicago, part of this week on its way from the
Burlington and Quincy road passed Pacific coast to New York City. Thi
through Las Vegas last night on train car left Los Angeles on March 7. I'
No. 2 in his private car en route from is
occupied by Harvey Herrlck, who
the coast to his headquarters in
is accompanied by Chester Lawrence
automobile editor of the Examiner,
and Mrs. Herrlck and Mrs. Lawrence.
To encourage the sending of food The chief aim of the
trip is to encourand other supplies tor the relief of age work on the transcontinental
flood sufferers In the Mississippi Valhighway in preparation for the autoley the Wells Fargo Express company mobile tourists, bound for the coast
will carry all such shipments free of exhibition in 1915.
charge. The folowing letter was received yesterday by Agent Bert Kelly
The charges against Pedro Padilla
from A. T. Payne, superintendent of for
assaulting the house of Victoria-n"-TTntil
divisionfurther tnntraor- 1
m.r, rv;
Sabedra on Railroad avenue,
or contributions of which was filed by Sabedra Saturday
ed. donations
tenis, supplies, money, food, and morning, has been dlsmised by the"
clothing for the flood sufferers in the court. The case was given a hearing:
Mississippi valley, when consigned to by Judge D. R. Murray Saturday afregular authorized charitable institu- ternoon, Rafael Galegos appearing for
tions or municipal authorities, way- the prosecution and Pablo .Taramillo
bill free account flood sufferers.
for the defense. Padilla with F. R.
Guerin had gone to Sabedra's house
to find Padllla's cousin who had been
spending the day there, but who had
not returned home at dark, and it
was alleged that Padilla assaulted the
home at dark, and it was alleged that
Padilla assaulted the house. Both
Padilla and Guerin testified to the contrary and the complaining witnesses
is only possible by the prowere unable to prove their case. Pa- cess used by an
dilla's cousin, Benediza Padilla, had
modern steam laundry.
already left for home when they ar
rived at the Sabedra residence.
Our methods are exact,
o

PRINCESS

1912
00

CARTS

HAVE ARRIVED

You Will Want no Other.

Contains More Salient Features
Than Any GcCart in The Market
WE WILL BE PLEASED

TO

SHOW

YOU

J.

THE

BEST

T

C. JOHNSEN

MADE

&1S0N.

Good Family
Washing

scientific, hygienic. There
is absolutely no possibility
of your clothing being other
than sanitary when returned from our plant.
And this is well worth
The safety
considering.
from having your clothes
handled by careless unclean
hands amid unsanitary surroundings is worth more
than the slight extra cost
ovef washerwoman service.
'Phone

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

cIl bring our wagon.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

Fresh Fish
Salt Fish
Smoked Fish
Canned Fish
ALL THIS WEEK,

OUR ENTIRE SPRING LINE

Is Now On D i s p v
i Mm
QREENBERQER.
1

&

I

MURDER TRIAL IN PUEBLO
Pueblo, Colo., April 8. Tom Kviit-fca former soldier in the regular
army, was arraigned in court today
for trial on a charge of murdering
The killing, perTony Abamerioh.
formed with a shot gun at close range
occurred last winter, and is said to
have resulted from a quarrel between
the two men over the affections of an
Austrian girl.
EDUCATIONAL

THE

is on Between

the Sun and Electric
Signs, but the Electric Sign
has the Best Oof it Because it
Works Both Day and Night.
Put up an Electric Sign Mr.
Merchant you can then talk to
the People in the Evening.

ASSOCIATION.

Toronto, Ont., April 8. The fifty-firs- t
annual meeting of the Ontario
Educational association opened here
today at the university buildings Tor
a four days' session with an unusualThe Venerable
ly large attendance.
Archdeacon Cody of Toronto has consented to deliver an address on "Edu"
cation in Relation to National
and Principal Maclntyre of
the Winlpeg Normal school will speak
on "An Efficient Education." Dr.
Henry F. Cope of Chicago, secretary
of the Religious Education association
will deliver two addresses on 'he
ject of religious education.

Bid Fight

Get our Electric

Advertising

Proposition.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Chav-acter,-

Jefferson Raynolds President
HaJtett.Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Davis Vice President

-

-

The

CASE

inter-mountai- n

d

coast-to-coas-

KING DO DO GINGER SNAPS

'

RATE

REARGUE

Long,

Barrel
For

J.

TO

Washington, April '8.
rate
of the
cases," was today ordered by ftie supreme court of the United States.
Chief Justice White gave no reason
for the
merely saying
they would be "restored for argument
before a full a full bench."
The reargument will permit Juo'ise
Pitney to participate in the aecieioi
of the cases. All the other Justices
heard the cases when they were ar
gued in February. The cases inxolve
the constitutionality of the 'Ion,' an!
short haul" provisions of the interstate commerce law and tin power
of the Interstate commerce commission to make "blanket" rates over a
larger zone of territory ins'eii cf
locaj rates.

Las Vegas chapter No. 3, Royal
Arch Masons, will hold a special
meeting tonight. There will be wor t
in the M. M. degree. All members
are earnestly requested to be

A Whole

H.

Easter dance. Knights of
Armory, Monday evening. Come!

Miss Emma Tarn me as Sister of
The Ladles' Guild of St. Paul's
Charity makes a most beautiful plea Memorial Episcopal church will meet
before the Goddess of Fame, April 12. tomorrow afternoon in the guild hall
on National avenue. This meeting is
.Miss Annie Merrill as Maud Muller, the occasion of the annual election of
will tell you about the Judges as she of fleers and a large attendance is de
'rakes the meadow sweet with hay," sired.

I

'pplWCT

Buy your tickets now for the Tem
ple of Fame, Frida; night.

for

,

your expectation.

The Cash

LOCAL NEWS

M

Only Such Goods
MMUFY

El Porvenlr sweet pea seed
sale at Romero Mercantile Go.
j

,1
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81

617 Douglas

RIOTS

IN

CHINA.

riots
April 8.
have broken out in the Chinese prov
ince of Shen Si, where many Mo
hammedans have been massacred, ac
cording to a news agency dispatch
from Tien Tsin received here today.
London,

Anti-foreig- n

RELIGIOUS CAMPAIGN OPENS.
Chicago,
April 8. The eight-dacampaign under the auspices of the
Men and Religion Forward movement

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

y

for the evangelization of this city began today with a series of meetings
in various parts of the city, at which
many noted minister and laymen ad
dressed large gatherings of men and
boys. According to the plan of the
campaign there will b daily mass
r
meetings at central points and sraall-eafternoon
in
the
speclatl meetings
A fun loving friend of Ben Lewis with a view of attracting as many
of the Hub Clothing house, put the working men and boys as possible.
ball and chain on him this morning
at the city jail and when he attempt
ed to remove them lit was found they
were irremovabde and it was necessary to cut through the iron band
around the ankles to take them off.
Curious to see how J. F. Carroll, alias
Thomas McRay, alias Thomas Conway, had made his getaway from the
city cooler Saturday night Mr. I,ewis
had gone to the holdover, and it was
when he was standing gating in wonder at the hole made by the prisoner that this joker clamped the
shackles on him. When it was dissov
ered that the key to tihe lock was
missing and it would be necessary to
file through the anklets. Mr. Lewis,
who did not wish to be kidded about
(PURE FRUIT AND SUGAR)
it, swore the witnesses to secrecy
But somebody leaked.

Try a Glass
of

FERNDELL

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD

WRITE

-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
4 J.

4

507 Sixth Shvct

You Buy your Seed of

BOUCHER'S

PERRY ONION & SON

Full Line of

Photu VtgmUt

WAG0NS

EMERSON
McCORMICK

Used to Make.

IF

BAIN

WEBER

MOTHER
30c Per Jar

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"D. W. C ON D ON

Just Like

April Showers
Bring May Flowers

$35,000

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLE

SADDLES

HARNESS

SEEDS

theiPLazada; las vegas,

n. m.

